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u CROWN OF EMARA

SUCCESSOR FOR KING THEDORIUS

CROWN OF EMARA
CARE FOR CITIZENS ON TWO BOARDS
Once again, there is demand for a successor
to the King. The Council of the Realm has,
together with the King, devised a challenge
k in which aspirants to the throne must
achieve the greatest possible satisfaction of
the residents of Emara.by catering to their
needs and providing housing.
Crown of Emara is an expert’s game in set in
a medieval background.
Already in the set-up of the game, Crown
of Emara shows itself to be very different
from many standard board games. Crown
of Emara features two separate boards, one
board represents the City, the other one the
surrounding Countryside.
In general, during the game, you combine
actions and movements of workers; an exact planning of moves and of the order in
which actions are done is eminently important.
Each player commands two Counselors of
Emara. One counselor moves on the City
board in a circular movement, the other one
does the same on the Countryside board.
Both boards are divided into four areas or
locations.
Locations on the City board are Cathedral,
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Castle, Market and Construction Site.
Locations on the Countryside board are Forest, Grainfield, Quarry and Weaving Mill.
Another specialty is the scoring track, featuring two scoring mechanisms, but more
on this later.
When you open the game box, you find copious game components, which already at
that points lets me suspect - without having
played the game - that the game is not the
classic simple family game, an impression
that is later confirmed in playing the game.
For setting up the game you put the two
boards next to each other on the table. Then
you select your color and places one counselor on each of the boards, into the given
slot of his color.
Each player has a set of nine action cards,
which are shuffled and stacked; then all
players draw the top three cards for their
hand.
The game comprises six rounds, and in each
round each player has three turns.
One turn comprises three action options to
be done in any order:

• Resolve the action card
• Resolve movement action
• Maybe resolve additional action
Playing of the action card not only determines which card action you will resolve,
but also determines how many steps one
of your counselors can move on his board.
Each player decides which of the three action he resolves first.
By moving his counselor on the Countryside board, a player can acquire various resources. Moving the counselor on the City
board offers implementation of various actions.
Maria Schranz
I like the game very well, and can recommend it to all
experienced and expert gamers; however, I believe
that it would provide lots of fun if the plethora of
options would be reduced a bit.
Before I can go into more details on those
action, I must give you a quick glimpse on
the scoring track on which you mark/receive citizen points and building points.
During the game, you will keep acquiring
again again citizen points as well as building points. At the end of the game, however, for each player only the lower value of
those two point totals is important, because
this lower value determines the real victory
points accrued by a player.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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City Board
On the City board you can give donations in
the Cathedral and acquire books for those
donations; those books can then be used in
due course to acquire additional building
and/or citizen points; furthermore, you receive a favor token at the Cathedral, which
you can use immediately or later.
In the Castle, you receive one Signet ring, if
you give a gift of one resource to the King.
Those rings are almost always necessary
for the additional action of Increasing your
Noble Rank. You can also change one book
for five building points in the Castle.
In the Market, you can swap one resource
for one gold coin and can acquire a lot of
citizen points by discarding books.
The Construction Site gives you various options to acquire building points and citizen
points.
Countryside Board:
By moving the counselor on the Countryside board, players acquire resources:
Wood, Cloth, Grain or Stone. On the Countryside board, there are three slots each on
each of the four locations, where you can
place one of your four craftsmen; those
craftsmen increase your income or enable
you to change grain into bread, which in
turn allows you to acquire lots of citizen
points at the Construction Site.
The game offers three additional actions:
„Increase your Noble Rank“, „Hire a Craftsman“ and „Recruit an Advisor“.
Increasing your Noble Rank also gives you a
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lot of citizen points, but no other additional
advantages.
Hire a Craftsman increases, as already mentioned, the income on the respective locations on the Countryside board, and, in
addition, they also give you some citizen
points.
Recruit an Advisor gives you either an instant effect or a once-only effect or a permanent effect. Those effects can be citizen
points, building points, increase of income,
reduction of costs or other effects.
The background story has little or nothing at all in common with the flow of the
game. In general, the game is visually attractive, but is, however, seen from a games
mechanics viewpoints, in some parts a bit
overburdened.
The visual design of the cards must be
praised as well done, the very detailed presentations support players with the use of
good symbols and provide an easy understanding of the action options and their
results.
Visually not so well-done is especially the City
game board, which comes across as excessively ornate, and in the individual quarters
of the city, as regards to game mechanisms,
the actions possible there are too many
which makes understanding the game and it
can happen again and again that you overlook and therefore forget some action options when resolving actions. The meeples,
discs and tiles in the game are very prettily
designed and usually easily understood as
regards to their value or their function.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

We are happy to present the latest issue of
WIN, 531/532. A summer full of games is already behind us and we are getting the first
glimpses of new Essen releases, and there
will be again a plethora of them. We will all
try to play as many as we can and, of course,
to present and review them in WIN. The first
entries for this year’s handbook have also already been written.
We wish you lots of fun in reading this issue
and hope that you find games of interest to
you in it; we even present a first Essen novelty
in it, New Sakura from Japon Brand, a little
interesting titbit. We are happy if you keep
on reading our magazine and look forward
to comments or questions, under office@
spielen.at.
Current issues of win can be found on
http://www.gamesjournal.at
and for Games Companion Game by Game
see
http:// www.gamescompanion.at.
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Crown of Emara is not a family game, with
the two boards and the numerous action
options it is a game suitable for experienced players.
Of course, in theory, families with some
gaming experience can play they game;
but they will rarely manage optimum
moves and probably will rather not win
against real experienced players, as they
will be prone to overlook better action options rather too often.
To achieve a correct timeline for resolving
the close connections between the various
cards, actions and movement of counselors
will be too much of a demand for casual
gamers and therefore they will not have a
lot of fun with the game.
To all experienced players, experts and fans
of complex games, this game can be recommended without restrictions.
An element of chance is inherent in the
game, as you only have three cards in hand
for a round and this restricts your options
for selections as you do not always have the
best action card in hand for the action that
you would really need at a given points.
Experienced players usually can compensate for that rather well, but it can happen
that the timing in the appearance of action
cards in your hand can have a big impact
on your game.

The down time between actions of players
is nicely judged, only notorious ponderers
can spoil that aspect for you. Usually, however, that is not too bad, as you are already
busy with planning your own next move.
My husband and I, and a lot of players in
our test games, have liked the game very
much; some expert players in our round,
however, were of the opinion that Crown
of Emara is somewhat overburdened with
action options at that the fun probably was
not increased by that very extensive selection of actions. Probably, a reduced amount
of options would have provided the same
amount of fun in playing the game. All in all,
the game offers a good mix of various game
mechanisms and the interaction between
the various aspects of the game is very well
implemented.
My conclusion: Crown of Emara is a game
for expert players, which will offer continuing fun in playing to many of those players.
All the same, it will probably not top the list
of expert game highlights, but will have a
lot of fans among the group of experienced,
but not absolutely expert, players.
Players with little gaming experienced are
advised to try it somewhere before buying
to make sure that they can manage to play
it.

Schwer, has previously developed the family game “Yeti”, also published by Pegasus, a
well-received family game. þ
Maria Schranz

INFORMATION
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1-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

75+

EVALUATION
Worker placement, card management
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en es nl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Many options * Optimum action not always
easy to find * Very beautiful components *
Well-interlocking mechanisms
Compares to:
Die Tore der Welt
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Ediciones MasQueOca (es pt)

PS. The designer of the game, Benjamin
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PLAYERS:

Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Artist: Lohausen, Wiese, Resch
Price: ca. 39 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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COUGHING RATHER THAN SLEEPING BADLY?

VIROID

COOPERATE TO DESTROY MANKIND
Viroid is a collector’s item for board game
lovers, published in a limited small print run
of 200 copies: If you like cooperative games
and feel at home with a topic as featured in
Pandemic, you will also be comfortable with
Viroid. In this game, for once, you as a player
can be evil, because in Viroid players embody illnesses and to infect mankind - there
more deadly outcomes of the illnesses the
better. A challenging and thematically interesting game, albeit a game that comes
with a price due to the small print run and
the fact that it was partially manufactured
by hand. But, a personal certificate for one’s
own copy has a certain something going!
Viroid is a cooperative game in which players try together to infect and infect mankind
all over the world and, finally, to extinguish
it completely. Therefore, you have, similar
to Pandemic, an image of the world on the
board. Again, we have many cities all over
the world, where we interact and can create
havoc among the population in our guise
as pathogenic viruses or germs. Cities are
connected by land routes, shipping lanes
and airplane routes. And this is where the
comparison with or similarities to Pandemic
end. There are two main differences that
make Viroid a completely different game: Its

complexity and - partially as a result of that
complexity - its long duration. Therefore,
the game is mainly targeting the group of
expert player and is less suitable for a casual game among friends. While players
are doing their worst as pathogenic viruses,
mankind, unfortunately, is not inactive and
is permanently researching for cures, sometimes with little success, sometimes with
rather more success. Therefore, it is also a
question of playing for time whether mankind will win or players will win as viruses.
At the start of the game, players take a joint
decision on which type of pathogenic virus
or germ they want to play. For a first game,
bacterium is the most suitable, as it begins
with balances traits. It is important and necessary, that all players must play the same
type of pathogen.
The chosen pathogen must be improved
and upgraded in its traits and develop new
abilities as well, at that point each player on
his own is challenged to find out what is important for him. On the one hand, there will
be abilities that are the result of regional circumstances, and, on the other hand, abilities
on which individual players must specialize to
ensure a joint win, because one player will not
be able to develop all abilities on his own.
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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u VIROID

Every player marks the actual abilities of his
pathogen on his player board. Basic abilities of a pathogen are their resistances. A
pathogen can become resistant to cold,
heat and medication; the intensity of its
resistance is marked on three tracks on the
player board.
Another important ability or trait is the type
of proliferation that the pathogen uses to
spread among humans. You can develop
four different types of proliferation - via
small animals, productive livestock, via insects or via blood bottles. Each of those
abilities can be employed in two levels by
a player. To enable an even faster proliferation over all the world for a pathogen, there
are extended proliferation abilities like
spreading via birds, which allows for covering long distances, over land and also over
water; making use of shipping lanes and
airplanes for those movements is part of
those abilities.
The resistance and proliferation abilities of
the pathogen are very important characteristics, but how dangerous is our pathogen,
after all? This is also an area where you need
to develop abilities again: the quantity of
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propagation that a pathogen can manage
per round and how quickly the onset of the
illness can result in the death of the infected
human are both again individual abilities
for each player’s pathogen. The speed of
deadliness is even determined by two abilities - its severity and the mortality rate.
So, you need to develop many different
traits and abilities of your pathogen to be
successful in exterminating mankind. Some
of the abilities mentioned above can be
improved directly, others need to be developed via so-called symptom strains. Each
pathogen can, during the game, develop
up to three symptom straits, for instance
cough or cysts or anemia. The symptom
strains must be acquired during the game;
a player has a bigger number of strains to
select from at his disposal, and then those
strains can be developed according to
their individual strain development path.
The development in levels often provides
an improvement of traits I have previously
mentioned. A very special improvement
of individual symptom strains is necrosis,
which allows for a very important ability for
all players, I will come back to it later.
The aforementioned abilities have only one
purpose: To allow the pathogen/germ to

Bernhard Czermak
A cooperative game with the purpose to extinguish
mankind is of interest from the topic alone; the
implementation of the topic is as good - challenging
and thrilling to the very end.
spread without any limitation on the board,
the world that is, and to infect and kill as
many humans as possible. For the proliferation across the board you need minimum
abilities at all times: Each city has a minimum condition for individual or all three
types of resistance to enable a pathogen
to proliferate in this city. So, for instance,
in African cities, heat resistance is usually
an important topic. Furthermore, each city
sets parameters for the types of proliferation that are possible there. The population
of each city is represented by several slots
for population cubes within the city limits.
Population of a city can vary in strength
from two to six slots; an empty slot represents healthy population. Those population
slots are each assigned to one type of population; one part of a city’s population, a slot,
that is, can, for instance, only be infected by
small animals; this, by the way, is the most
common type of proliferation worldwide in
Viroid. When conditions for resistances and
type proliferation are met by a pathogen/

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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germ, a player can proliferate in this city - he
may place one of his cubes of his color on
the corresponding population slot in the
city. This indicates that this part of the population is infected. Of course, such a part of
the population can also die. If this happens,
the colored cube is replaced by a gray cube.
And how do we play? We play in turns, until all players have won or lost the game
together. At the start of his turn, the active
player draws an event card and resolves it
immediately. Events can be positive or negative for the player; at the start, effects are
more often positive, later
in the game events are
usually negative. The
card also indicates the
success of mankind’s
research efforts: With
the exception of the
starting cards, a card
indicates in which city
or, later in the game, in
which cities successful
healing happens. This
results in the removal
of one colored cube, if
present, from the city.
Such a removal can
happen to make a city
free of infection, there is
no colored cube left in
the city. This is consid-
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ered to be successful research for mankind,
indicated by the advancement of a marker
on a separate research track. If this marker
should encounter the second marker on
this track, which indicates that mankind has
discovered a remedy for the pathogen, the
game is lost immediately. This is one of the
game-end conditions.
Another situation can evolve when healing happens: A city has, after a healing,
only healthy and dead population, that is,
only empty slots and grey cubes. If that is
the case, the city is put under quarantine,

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

REVIEW

and can no longer be infected by the usual,
standard means of infection; this restriction
can be ignored, if a player has already managed to develop the symptom of necrosis.
It is also not possible to enter a city under
quarantine; to enable proliferation across
a city under quarantine, you need the extended proliferation ability of birds; cities
under quarantine can therefore be enormous obstacles for all players.
Finally, the event cards provide income for
the active player. In Viroid, DNA points are
handed out for the purpose of improving
the ability of a player’s pathogen. At the
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start, the event cards provide a player with
rather a large amount of DNA points, the
amount decreases, however, steadily during the game. Another way to acquire DNA
points is your own proliferation.
When the event has been resolved, you
then resolve the infection phase. During
this phase, you proliferate from city to city,
beginning in a starting city and over varying distances, depending on your abilities.
First of all, your infection points on your
board determine the intensity of your proliferation, that is, they determine the maximum number of infections that you can do
in your turn. You must, however, be able
to combine each of those infections with
a type of proliferation, so that this ability
also comes into play at this point. Each ability in proliferation can only be used for one
infection; for instance, if you want to proliferate twice, using the proliferation type
of small animal, you must command this
ability already on level II. If you then have
also sufficient resistances, you can proliferate into an adjacent city or in a city that you
have already infected previously, as long as
there is still healthy population in the city.
To do multiple infections in a city has big
advantages, in that this city is not immediately turned into a quarantined city after a
healing, or the advantage of prohibiting a
further research success of mankind. If you
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want to proliferate over greater distances
or not over land, you must use your abilities for water ways, airplanes or birds, once
per round only and in addition to a simple
type of proliferation. It is also important to
remember that each infection provides one
DNA point of income, a fact, that is often
forgotten.
When the active player has resolved all his
infection possibilities, this player can now
do a mutation of his virus or germ, improve
its abilities, that is. In this mutation phase, a
player must pay for the desired mutations
with DNA points. DNA points are, however,
not forfeit at the end of a round; you can
accumulate them for use in later rounds.
At this point, you must use both tactic and

strategic planning, as, on the one hand, a
missing ability can reduce your proliferation ability in the next round, but, on the
other hand, you will have to accumulate
DNA over several rounds to pay for special abilities that will definitely be needed
later. In your turn, you can do any number
of improvements, the only restriction is the
number of DNA points that you are able to
spend.
At the end of the active player’s turn, severity and mortality results of the pathogen
virus or germ come into play. Because at
that point, people might die as a consequence of their infections. In Viroid, this is
resolved by rolling dice. The severity of the
pathogen assigns the number of dice that a

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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De facto, there can be a third
condition or event besides
those two mentioned above:
Players throw in the towel. Because, during the game, more
and more connection paths are
interrupted, which can result in
inaccessibility of certain cities;
if those cities are not exterminated or infected, winning the
game is no longer possible.

player is allowed to roll, and the mortality
indicates when a result provides success.
If success was achieved, the active player
must replace one of his colored cubes on
the board by a grey cube, for each successful dice result. If possible, he must
distribute the dead population over more
than one city. Each success here also provides one DNA point, that you can only
spend in your next turn at the earliest.
One of the goals in the game is to achieve
a certain number of dead population on
each continent. Therefore, in this phase,
grey cubes are not taken from general
stock, but from pre-set individual stock
on a continent. This is important to successfully achieve one of the end-of-game
conditions.
One end-of-game condition has already
been mentioned - mankind has managed to discover the cure for the infection. As is usually the case in cooperative
games, there are a few rules or conditions
for a lost game. In Viroid, players lose the
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Viroid can be played in different levels of difficulty. Similar to
Pandemic, special event cards
are shuffled into the stack of
event cards, a certain number of them in
relation to the desired level of difficulty.
Those events “Massive Research“ speed
up the advance of the Research Marker of
Mankind towards the cure.
Viroid is a simple game, at least in its
game flow; the complexity comes from
the multiple options for the upgrade and
extension of your abilities and the consequences resulting from them. So, as
a long-term purpose, it is surely a target
to make your pathogen so strong that
it kills a good number of infected; but if
you start towards that aim too early, you
permanently fight against the extinction
of your pathogen. Is DNA points usually
are available in lower and ever even lower
numbers, the challenge here is to acquire
the most suitable abilities at the best moment in the game. Because proliferation
on the main board can only work, when
your pathogen has developed the suitable and necessary resistances in relation

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

to neighboring cities. This is a main and
important facet of the allure of this game.
Another facet are the events, which can
annihilate the best possible planning, be
it due to healing of population or to the
interruption of connection paths or increase of proliferation difficulties in a city.
As the basic flow of the game is simple
and does not change until the end of
the game, those events are the salt of the
game and make it varied and interesting.
As one of the disadvantages of the game
one could remark on its duration, which
is rather long for a cooperative game. The
duration results, among other facts, from
the price to pay for expanding your own
abilities. If those costs were lower, the
game flow probably would speed up and
that would have consequences for the
duration of the game. þ
Bernhard Czermak

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Malte Meinecke
Artist: Christian Fiore
Price: ca. 100 Euro
Publ.: Ostia Spiele/Danta-Spiele 2018
www.danta-spiele.de, www.ostia-spiele.de

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

150+

EVALUATION
Cooperative development
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Complex development game * Simple rules
* Harmonious atmosphere
Compares to:
Pandemic
Other editions:
Currently none

My rating:

game, when a certain number of
players is no longer represented
on the board or when the stack
of event cards has been used
up before players have managed to win the game. To win a
game, there are two conditions
to meet: First, each city must
be either infected by one of the
players or completely exterminated; complete extermination
is indicated by the presence
of grey cubes in all population
slots. Second, the stock of grey
cubes on each continent must
have been completely used.
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LIFE IS HARD IN A SMALL AMERICAN TOWN

WELCOME TO CENTERVILLE
HOW DICE AND POLITICS MAY CHANGE YOUR LIFE
Welcome to Centerville is a game published by GMT Games and addressed to
standard and expert players. GMT is a
renowned specialist for wargames but
it is also publishing some boardgames
(1846, 1989: Dawn of freedom, Battle Line,
Churchill, Cuba Libre, Formula Motor Racing, Grand Prix, Leaping Lemmings, Pendragon, Santa Fe Rails, Time of Crisis, Winds
of Plunder, etc., but the most successful of
them was Twilight Struggle).
The designer is also a specialist of simulation games (he is very well known for his
Combat Commander series or for the Fighting Formations series) but he also designed
complex boardgames (Dominant Species
or Urban Sprawl, for example, again by
GMT). This time he offers to the players a
game of medium difficulty that uses 6 dice
as its basic mechanics.
When you open the box of Welcome to
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Centerville you are slightly surprised, as
the components are really “minimal” (see
Picture 1) compared to the usual standard
from GMT: in effect we find a small board
(280x430 mm), four summary sheets, a cardboard sheet with 80 pre-cut tiles, 128 wooden cubes in four colors, some wooden disks
on which you have to apply colored stickers,
one turn token and 6 plastic “D6” dice with
different symbols.
Players try to become the “administrators”
of the little country town of Centerville, in
the United States, and they fight to get the
highest and more remunerative municipal
assignments in order to favor the construction of new buildings, the research in the
University, the green parks, etc. This is not
a “hard” management game, where you
make long term programs and then your
brain has to work at his best in order to succeed in anticipating every single move, but

a lighter one where dice may help or slow
down you: you may still make programs but
you normally need to always have a “B” plan.
With the help of Picture 2 we will start from
the set-up
Pietro Cremona
An interesting game with a lot of opportunities,
despite the fact that you need to throw six dice. But
even with the worst combination that you get you
may still do something to follow your “program” or
to put some sticks in the wheels of your opponents.
As you see Centerville is divided in different
areas: in the center you have four districts
(pink, red, blue and yellow) where palaces
are built; on its left we see the University,
where six special tiles are placed; in the
middle and north of the center there are a
central park and a green belt; on the right,
after the river, there are eight plots of land
for individual houses; finally, on the extreme
right, you can see the City Hall, with six main
offices.
The players should start placing their tokens “Wealth” and “Prestige” on the Victory
Point (VP) track, the “Green bell” in the Park
and the “Status” on the turn order track

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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(on top right of the board). All also receive
a “legacy” tile (this is a sort of objective),
a summary card and 32 cubes of their
color, to be used as building in the Centre
and as political influence on the City Hall.
Four “Disaster” tiles are placed on the board,
six “Vocation” (University research goals)
tiles are placed on the University in ascending order and some extra special tiles in
various cases (we will see their use later).
The first player takes and throws the dice
and has to decide if he accept the result or
if he wishes to throw all or some of them for
a second and eventually a third time. You
do not have special restrictions, but every
die that shows an Hourglass must be taken
aside and cannot be used anymore. All the
dice have four equal faces: 1 tree, 1 university (academic hat), 1 political vote and 1
“fate” (a question mark) that will be used
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as a Joker. Four dice have two faces with a
symbol for their color (red, yellow, blue and
pink) and will be used for building in the
districts, while the green die has one hourglass and one bench (for the central park)
and the black die has two hourglasses and
a bench (but not the Fate symbol).
Let us make an example, looking at Picture
3:

REVIEW

dice may be partially corrected throwing
again the dice that you do not like, but it
is important to accept what Lady Luck decide to give and to try to use all the dice for
something useful.
The most used action is to build palaces in
the four districts. Each of them has three different zones: the closest to the Central park

The player arranged the dice as
indicated on the picture and decided to use them to:
- Become Major with three
votes (black+red+joker)
- Build a “2” Building on the
red district (red+joker)
- Build a “1” Building on the
yellow district (yellow)
It is clear that the “alea” of the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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has only 3 cases of value “1”; the second
zone has 5 cases of value “2” and the third
has 7 cases of value “3”. To place one of your
cubes on a district it is necessary to have the
dice with the same color that shows one of
the two colored faces (and symbols): this
enables you to put a cube on the “1” zone,
but if you add extra dice (for example a yellow die with a yellow face, or a joker) you
may place the cube on the zone “2” or “3”. In
other words, you need at least the colored
face that matches the color (and symbol) of
the district, then you may add other dice.
Looking again at Picture 3 you may, for example, build a cube in a blue zone “3” using
the second joker or adding the yellow dice
to the blue and joker, or you may build in a
yellow zone “2” using the second joker with
the yellow dice, etc. Each district has also a
very special Case “4” that may be used only
spending four “tree” dice or using an “improved” action.
To build in the central districts may guarantee some VP ate the end of each turn: the
four districts are in effect examined and the
player that has the higher total receives 6 VP,
while the one with the lower total will lose
3 VP: depending on the district these points
are spent to advance (or retreat) the tokens
on the “Wealth” (red and blue districts) or
the “Prestige” (yellow and pink) VP track.
Spending 3 trees it is also possible to place
a cube on a river case, north or south of the
bridge at your choice: at the end of each
turn all the cubes in the river are moved
on their right and they become residential
houses (see the map on the right side of the
river) and will grant extra VP at the end of
the game.
On the left side of the City Centre we find
the University (see Picture 4): here too we
find 3 zones: the first has 1 case (and the
symbol of 1 hat), the second has 2 cases
(and 2 hats) and the third has 3 cases (and
3 hats): each case has a “vocation” tile and
spending 1-2-3 hats from the dice you may
collect one tile in the related zone. The tiles
vary in number and value from the single
”1” (the best) to the nine “9”: at the end of
the game you gain VP in two ways: having
the higher number of tiles with the same
value (five “6” or three “4”, etc.) or having
the longer sequence of successive values
(1-2-3-4, or 7-8-9, etc.). A table on the board
gives you the number of VP gained for each
different combination.

one or more municipal charges) you need
two votes of the right color if the selected
case is empty, otherwise you need a cube
more of those already displayed. Two black
votes are enough to become Mayor, for
example, but if in
that office there
are already 2
cube of another
player you need
3 black votes.
And when I say 2
or 3 this means,
as usual, the you
need the black dice vote (mandatory), to
which you may add other colored votes
and/or the jokers.
Each “charge” has its own advantages:
- Mayor (black votes): you place your
status marker on top (you become first
player);
- Chief Engineer (green): you may immediately play a second turn after the first,
but without using the green die;
- Head of Police (pink): take the “Safe” tile
(and you will be safe from disasters);
- Responsible for public works (blue): you
may move one of your cubes on any
district to a higher zone (example: from
zone “2” to zone “3” or from zone “3” to
case “4”, etc.);
- Financial Responsible (yellow): you immediately gain as many “Wealth” VP
as per your higher value building (so a
cube in case “4” gives you 4 Wealth VP,
etc.);
- Chief Assessor (red): you immediately
gain as many “Prestige” VP as per your
higher value building.
With four votes you may also get one of the
four “Master” tiles: each of them allows you

to select the face of the die with the same
color (without throwing it).
Any modern city needs good “green” politics and Centerville is no exception: there
are in effect a Central park and a Green Bell

around the city (see Picture 5). You may
place a cube in central park if you get 3
benches: of course, there are only two faces
(one green and one black) that shows a
bench, so at least one of them must show,
to which you may add two jokers, if you
can. Having one or more cubes in Central
Park is very important, because they give 1
VP to each of the four surrounding districts
and, very often, they may help to win the
majority in one or more of them.
The “Green Belt” track is used mostly to
make more VP when you build on the river
(wealth if you place the cube north of the
bridge, prestige south): to advance your
marker here of course you need “tree” faces
on your dice. You may also place a cube ON
the bridge, but only using also a “favor” tile:
the latter are gained only when your turn
marker is pushed out of the first place on
the turn track. Spending a “favor” tile allows you: to place a cube on the bridge (if
you have 3 trees); eject an opponent’s cube
from a district, placing on its place one of
your color (of course if you have the right
dice); steal a “Vocation” tile to one of your
opponents when you have 3 hats; take control of an office in the City Hall even if you
have the same
number
of
votes (remember: you normally need one
vote more than
the cubes already occupying that case).
Each hourglass
obtained with
the dice oblige
you to move
the time track
marker down
the same number of cases:
when it arrives
at case 13 (with
four players)

On the right part of the board you can see
the City Hall with its six offices: in order to
place your cubes on those offices (to gain
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obliged to accept: therefore you will be always
confronted with a lot of
possibilities, so the summary sheet (included) is
really welcome (see Picture 7) especially in the
first 3-4 games.

the round stops and a VP count is made
on the four districts (+6 VP or -3 VP), on the
river and on the City Hall (the players without any “Charge” get -3 both on wealth and
prestige, 0 VP for having just one charge
and from 3 VP to 25 VP if you control 2-6
charges. See also Picture 6). Now every office loses one cube, to facilitate the “assault”
to different “Positions” in the next round.
At the end of the third round you make the
usual calculations and you also add the VP
for the collected “Vocations”, for the houses
built on the right side of the river (1-2-4 VP)
and for your own objective (legacy) tile.
Now check which one of your VP markers
(wealth or prestige) has the lower value:
this is your final score and the player with
the higher value wins the game.
I tried to summary at best how Welcome to
Centerville works, but dice have a great importance when you have to decide which
combination to try or what you are in effect

Personally I am not so interested in games where
dice have such an importance, but I have a great
respect for the Chad Jensen, and particularly for
his wargames (the Combat Commander Series
or Fighting Formations) that I played extensively, so I was keen to give a try to Welcome to Centerville, and after more than 10
games I can say that it is nice and a little bit
addictive, as after every game you start to
discuss with the other players how things
could have been if only … and you are immediately tempted to play it again.
I purposely left aside a few rules about the
“Disasters” (you may lose a few cubes or
VP, or one office, or some Vocation tiles) or
about the possibility to double VP on the
status (if you turn that token over), etc. but
they are minor details so I estimated that it
was not necessary to add details: you will
test them directly.
“Vocations” are usually underestimated
in the first games, but they can give you a
lot of points if you always keep an eye on
them: with 6 different (for example) you will
get 35 wealth VP, while with 7-8 of the same
type you will grant 23-29 prestige VP. You

have therefore the opportunity to “balance”
the normal VP gains with some Vocation VP
in order to keep the two totals (wealth and
prestige) more or less even: it absolutely unuseful to gain, let’s say, 80 wealth VP while
the prestige are at 10 VP because your final
score will be 10 VP. This is the major typical
mistake of the first two games, so be careful.
About the “City Hall Charges”, I appreciate
initially the “Green office” (that gives you
a second turn with 5 dice) and the “pink”
one (that save you from disasters), but later,
when you have some buildings in the districts, you may shift to the “yellow” and “red”
because you get VP extra. Again, try to gain
control of two “opposed” districts in order to
maintain your “balance” of wealth and prestige points.
To spend 4 “votes” in order to get a “Master” seems very costly, and indeed it is, but
if you have the opportunity to get it in the
early turns of the game it is worth the effort
as you do not need to throw that die anymore for the rest of the game: you simply
select the face that you wish, a very powerful move. þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: Chad Jensen
Artist: R. MacGowan, C. Nieto
Price: ca. 55 Euro
Publisher: GMT Games, 2017
www.gmtgames.com

PLAYERS:

2–4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Urban development, dice
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Planning is necessary * Dice can counteract
* Low player interaction * Good, easily
understood rules
Compares to:
Urban development games

My rating:

Other editions:
Currently none
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u 1, 2, 3 / AB DURCH DIE MAUER

1, 2, 3

MORE HORSES?

What has changed among the
animals on the table? There are
26 wooden animal meeples
- seven sheep, seven pigs, six
cows and six horses. Every player has a set of four guess cards
in his color, showing one pig,
one sheep, one cow and one
horse. The game master drops
between 10 and 15 randomly
taken animals onto the table;
if he uses not enough or too

4
many, and a player notices that,
he is rewarded with a point. The
game master then counts up to
10 while all players take a good
look on the display and memorize it.
Then, on a signal, all close their
eyes and the game master
draws one action card and implements the action: Add the
depicted animal on the card to
the display or hide the depicted

AB DURCH DIE MAUER

GHOST CARNIVAL

Ghosts dwelling in Castle Turnwall want to get into fancy dress
for playing carnival and look for
suitable pieces of garments. The
castle is assembled: On top of
a slider frame you set a board
depicting the various garments
- there are head dresses, face
masks, clothing for the body
and legs with shows as well as
a hand carrying an accessory.
Three magnetic sliders are in-

14

7
serted into the frame at given
positions. Ghost pawns begin
in the corners of the board and
four stacks with garments are
set out face-down.
The active, magnetic ghost has
up to three magical moves,
either three identical ones or
three different ones or two
identical ones plus one other:
move your ghost to an adjacent
case - move one of the sliders;
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animal by taking it out of the
display, or move the depicted
animal to another place in the
display or swap the positions of
the two depicted animals within
the display.
Then all open their eyes and
the game master names the action that he did. All check the
display and give a guess on the
animal involved by laying out
their respective guess card, or
two cards for the swapping action. If you guessed correctly,
you score one point. If nobody
guessed correctly, the game
master scores a point. Each
player is game master for three
rounds. When all players have
been game master, you win
with most points.
The variant for players ages 4+
is played without action cards.
In turn, players relocate one animal, the others guess. You win
with five points.
A very well-made variant of
the NIM principle, using pretty
components and simple rules,
offering excellent practice for
pattern recognition. þ

INFORMATION

any ghosts on the row above
the slider are moved - relocate
a slider; both the row above
the current slider position and
the row beneath which you
want to place the slider must be
empty of ghosts - or rotate the
board by 90°. When your ghost
pawn then stands on a garment
type that you need, and only
then, you may search one of
the four garment decks for this
piece, you can rearrange the sequence. If you find the garment
you want, you can take it and lay
it out, but each type only once. If
you are first to have your ghost
completely dressed up, you win!
What an attractive game! The
topic is cute, the graphics are
fan and nice, and the combination of magnetic movement
with the remembering how far
a slider transports a ghost and
which stack you have seen the
head dress you want, results in a
simple yet thrilling game which
is also very suitable as a family
game. I love the cat with feather
crown and lederhosen! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Perepau Llistosella
Artist: Joan Guardiet
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2019
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Observation, Memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr hu sk en es
it pl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive components *
Simple rules * Trains pattern recognition
Compares to:
All NIM games
Other editions:
Devir (en it es pt), Egmont Polska (pl),
HomoLudicus (de en es)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Jürgen Adams
Artist: Victor Boden
Price: ca. 32 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2019
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Magnetism, search,
memorize
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Marvelous mix of mechanisms * Attractive design *
Also, nice family game
Compares to:
Other games with indirect
pawn movement
Other editions:
Currently none
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BASTILLE

PREPARATIONS FOR A REVOLUTION
In Paris, during the days before
the French revolution: You prepare for the revolution, use influence and are recruiting allies
and acquiring weapons.
Bastille is played over eight
rounds, with scorings after
rounds 4 and 8. Each round
comprises three phases:
1. Placing Influence Tiles – in
turn, one influence tile per turn
on the leftmost free slot at one

of the seven locations. You are
allowed to place tiles twice at
the same location. 2. Evaluate
locations. Locations #1 to #7 are
resolved in descending order
of the influence values places
there – for allies or bonuses like
coins, influence, weapons, mission cards, victory points etc. 3.
Scoring Flags and Round Preparations: All count the French
flags on their character cards,

BAUCHPLATSCHER

NOT FOR THE FAINTHEARTED
Cool at the pool and hopefully,
for once, not wet in the pool!
The box bottom presents a
board shaped like a swimming
pool; the pool edge comprises
18 slots, where – at the start of
the game – 18 swimmers, three
each in six colors, and marked
with 1, 2 and 3 – are randomly
distributed. Each player secretly
draws a chip for his color.
As active player you select any
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swimmer pawn – each player
can move any of the pawns –
and shows its number to all players; then you move the pawn
as many steps in any direction;
change of direction within the
move is not allowed. When the
target slot is occupied, the pawn
on the slot is thrown into the
pool. It is not possible to undo
the immediately previous move.
If, during the move, you enter or

and you accrue the indicated
bonuses for most and secondmost flags.
After four rounds you score
gems and majorities in crown
symbols and select bonuses for
catacombs by placing a marker;
furthermore, there are victory
points and weapons awarded
for advancement on the Bastille
track. In the final scorning you
assign your monk(s) to one of
the character classes – Peasants,
Soldiers or Nobles – and then
score – as in the intermediate
scoring – gems, crown majority, catacombs and Bastille, and
then characters, mission cards,
henchmen, coins and weapons.
When playing the Secret mission variant, you fulfill mission
cards for majorities and series of
character cards.
A visually very attractive game
with a rather unusual topic,
which offers exactly what it
promises – preparations for a
revolution and therefore an interesting game play from chasing after points and majorities
from elements suiting the topic.
þ

INFORMATION

pass over the diving board slot,
you may give a guess at the color of a player. If your guess is correct, the targeted player must
reveal his chip and throw his remaining pawns into the pool; he
is out of the game. If, however,
your guess is wrong, you yourself must reveal your color and
throw your remaining pawns
into the pool and are, of course,
out of the game. You must also
reveal your color when all your
three pawns have ended up in
the pool. Swimmer pawns in the
pool remain as they have fallen,
regardless if their number is visible or not. When only pawns in
two colors remain on the track,
you win, if your pawn is nearer
to the diving board; in case of a
tie the higher pawn value wins.
Real good fun, and of course
ideal for beach or pool! The
topic is cute and attractively implemented; the rules are simple,
and the mix of memo and risk
works well. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

3-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Christoph Behre
Artist: D. Cochard, M. Erdt
Price: ca. 36 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2018
www.queen-games.com

EVALUATION
Set collecting, majorities
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr hu
In-game text: no
Comments:
Atmospheric components
* Unusual topic * Mix of
familiar mechanisms
Compares to:
Set collecting and majority
games
Other editions:
Piatnik (hu)

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

6+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Heinz Meister
Artist: Stivo
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Huch! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Memo, ousting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, first edition
Ravensburger 19999 *
Good mix of mechanisms
* Simple rules * Topic very
nicely implemented
Compares to:
Ab in den Pool!, other ousting games
Other editions:
Cocktail Games (fr), Rebel (pl),
Ravensburger 1999 (de)
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u BAUERNHOF-BANDE / BEARS & BEES

BAUERNHOF-BANDE

DON’T LET THE ANIMALS GET AWAY!
A central octagonal board
shows a middle slot and eight
colored slots in four colors on
its edges. Eight path tiles, showing five slots in the four colors
in varying combinations, are
placed next to the slots on the
octagonal board; the first color
on the path tile must show a different color than the adjacent
slot on the central board.
The barn token is placed in the

4

middle of the board, the eight
animals are randomly placed
on the starting slots. A deck
of cards depicting animals, favored treats, Farmer Fridolin or
Dog Lilli, is shuffled and set out
face-down.
A player turn has two parts: 1.
roll the die, and 2. draw a card.
You roll the die: Color - each
animal on a slot of that color advances one step down the path.

BEARS & BEES

SWARMS AND HONEY
As a bear, you research honey
and want to collect swarms of
bees. The decks for honey cards
and research cards are stacked
on their respective sides of
the reference card; you have a
swarm card and take cards according to it from the honey
deck or research deck, at your
discretion, and also take honey
tokens.
All players play a face-down

16

7
card and then reveal their cards
simultaneously; then cards are
resolved in the order of honey
cards, research cards and swarm
cards: If you played a honey card,
you take the indicated honey
tokens. Some cards give hone
tokens, when your left or right
neighbor played a certain card
type or when your previously
played card corresponds to the
symbol on the current card;
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Farmer Fridolin - players jointly
select an animal that must go
back one step towards the barn;
Dog Lilli - all players together
select an animal that goes back
to the starting slot. Then a card
is drawn - depending on the
image, the depicted animal advances one step down the path
or the depicted animal goes
backwards because of its favored treat or, again, an animal
is chosen to advance one step
down the path for the image
of Farmer Fridolin on the card,
or retreats one step if Dog Lilli
is depicted on the card. When
all cards are used up and all animals are on their path, the game
is won by all. If an animal has to
step off its path, the game is lost
for all players
Yet again a well-working and
nice game with standard elements, slightly innovatively
combined - animals on the run,
color die, etc. - so far so good,
and given a twist teaching first
tactical consideration in the selection of animals for retreat. þ

INFORMATION

other cards give honey tokens
to your neighbors. If you end
up with more than eight honey
markers, you discard all of them
and take an experience token.
Research cards are resolved in
ascending order of their numbers - you draw research cards
as stated and additional cards
for each condition on it that you
meet; limit to cards in hand are
nine cards; cards played by your
neighbors can give you additional cards.
Swarm cards are resolved in order of their number; if you have
the highest number of honey
tokens and experience tokens,
you discard your honey tokens
and receive a swarm token. If
you take the 5th swarm token,
you win. If a card deck runs out
before that, you win at the end
of the round with most swarm
tokens.
A pretty and nice family game;
bears researching honey - there
are Winnie, Yogi, Balou and others - are a cute topic; mechanisms are standard, but well
mixed; the rules are simple and
the design is very attractive. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Justin Lee
Artist: Anna-Lena Kühler
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2019
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Roll & move, cooperation
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard story * Nice
mechanism * First tactical
considerations in animal
retreats
Compares to:
Dice game with cooperative movement selection
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Yuri Yamschikov and Team
Artist: M. Kunakasova, S. Dulin
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Hobby World 2018
www.hobbyworld.ru

EVALUATION
Cards, player interactions
Users: For families
Version: ru
Rules: en ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty design * Cute topic *
Nice mix of mechanisms
Compares to:
7 Wonders for relations to
neighboring players
Other editions:
Currently none
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BIBI BLOCKSBERG / CAVEMEN t

BIBI BLOCKSBERG

DER BLUBBERNDE HEXENKESSEL
It’s time for yet another exam in
the school for witches; this time
each of the young witches has
to brew two potions; the ingredients must be correct and the
brewing must be done within
the time frame, or the cauldron
explodes. Players choose brewing the Merk-mich-Hextrank
or the Husch-husch-Hextrank,
for each potion there is a separate game. Both games can be

5

played in one of three levels of
difficulty, selected by pressing
the respective button on the
cauldron.
For the Merk-mich-Hextrank
game, Bibi reads out a list of
ingredients, players memorize
type and number of ingredients.
In turn, players take one ingredient, throw it into the cauldron
and press the corresponding
button on the cauldron, the

CAVEMEN

DIE ENTDECKUNG DES FEUERS
Published in 2012 in English,
Cavemen is now available in
German, and therefore presented again:
We are pre-historic leaders of
their tribes, and hunt, grow our
tribe and develop new technologies; if you discover fire, you
win. Resources are teeth and
food. Teeth earn you prestige
and you use it to pay for cavemen and caves and bid with
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them for the conch; food keeps
the cavemen of your tribe alive.
As holder of the conch you are
starting player, also for choosing cards from the pool, and
you do an extra action at the
end of the round. At the start of
each round, a number of cards,
based on the number of players, is drawn for the pool. Then
all players use teeth to bid for
the conch; you can pass and bid

order of ingredients is not important. Bibi announces if the
ingredient is correct or not; she
allows two mistakes and unlimited time. If the third wrong
ingredient is entered, the cauldron explodes.
In Husch-husch-Hexentrank, all
players play with Bibi against
the timer. All 36 ingredient tiles
are distributed across the room.
Bibi names an ingredient; players look for all four ingredients,
put them into the cauldron and
press the button for each individual tile. If necessary, you can
take out a wrong ingredient before pressing the button. When
time runs out, before all 24 out
of 36 ingredients are in the cauldron, the cauldron explodes;
time for searching varies with
the level of difficulty.
Again, Bibi Blocksberg uses a
thrilling gimmick; the electronic
cauldron is attractive and easy
to handle; mechanisms are
simple, the rules are short and
the fun to play is great in both
variants. þ

INFORMATION

again when the bit gets back to
you; each bid must be higher
than the previous one. Then the
conch owner pays one food for
each cavemen, all other players
pay one feed. If you do not have
enough food you must discard a
caveman.
In the Action phase you choose
one action from Recruit, Hunt,
Invent, Forage or Explore. In the
Discard Phase the player to the
right of the conch holder selects
cards from the pool and discards them until only three are
left; fire must be shuffled back
into the pile. When you are the
conch holder and your inventions add up to at least the cost
for fire you have invented fire
and taken your tribe into a new
era.
The 21 inventions in the game
and the different abilities of
tribe members make for a sophisticated game with several
possible strategies and a wellworking interaction of topic and
mechanism, including the very
expensive advantage of the
starting player in choosing cards
first from the pool. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: Henriette Polak
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Memo, action
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Sound effects and Bibi’s
voice * Attractive game
unit * Easy to handle * Two
versions
Compares to:
Bibi Blocksberg games for
topic, memo games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

13+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Dan Cassar
Artist: Claus Stephan and Team
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publ.: Rio Grande Games / ASS 2018
www.spielkarten.com

EVALUATION
Card drafting, auction
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Expensive advantage for
the starting player * Resources management and
using of card advantages
are deciding factors and
allow for lots of strategies
Compares to:
Card drafting games using card relations and resources management
Other editions:
Rio Grande Games 2012 (en)
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DAS VERRÜCKTE

u DAS VERRÜCKTE SPINNEN SPRINGEN / ERBSENZÄHLEN

SPINNEN SPRINGEN

ALL SPIDERS INTO THE NET!
Spiders need to jump into the
spider net. The net is set up between two holders in the shape
of tree trunks, every player receives a big spider and three
small spiders in one of the four
colors. On a count of 1, 2 3, a
timer is turned over and all players try simultaneously to snip
their spiders into the net. To snip
a spider, you put it on the table,
press its body down with one

4

finger and release the body ->
the spider jumps! Hopefully, it
jumps into the net and remains
attached to the net and is not
detached from the net by other
spiders. If you are first to have
all spiders in the net, you call
„Spinnen-Springen-Stop“ and
has won the round.
When the timer has run out, before a player was able to place all
his spiders in the net, the round

ERBSENZÄHLEN

POINTS PEAS AND THIEF PEAS
“Counting Peas” is a saying
about being very careful and
accurate, and this is the way
you need to be when a heap of
peas of varying values must be
sorted into rows from 1 to 6 in
ascending order. Cards for pea
points on both green and red
backgrounds, cards, pea mush,
pea thieves, bad luck peas and
cards for bonus peas are shuffled face-down into a heap.

18

6

As active player, you have three
actions in your turn: 1. You turn
over one card: Pea point cards
are placed into your display on
the correct slot, cards of the
same value are arranged in
columns. Pea mush cards are
collected as - eventually useful - blanks and stacked separately; with a bad luck pea you
an make another player lose a
turn, and with a pea thief card
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is won by the player who has
most spiders attached to the
net; in case of tie in the number
of spiders in the net, the winner
among those players involved
in the tie is the player whose
big spider sits in the net. If, after
five rounds, you have won most
rounds, you win the game.
Well, this is fun pure and simple
- no considering, no planning,
no counting, no tactics, only
dexterity and good hand-eye
coordination as well as judging
of distances are necessary; if you
aim at other players‘ spiders, the
might fall off the net, but that
does not necessarily mean that
your won spider will become attached! The components are attractive; the spiders are big, easy
to handle and astonishingly lifelike without being spooky or
icky. The game is really pure entertaining fun, not only for children, but also for the family. þ

INFORMATION

you steal a pea point card - with
a green background only - from
another player. Pea point cards
with a red background on top of
a stack protect the cards below
them in the column from being
pinched. Bonus pea cards allow
you to draw and use three additional cards.
2. Then you can swap any number of green background pea
point cards with other players;
they cannot avoid such a swap.
The total of pea points on exchanged cards must be the
same - you can swap a 4 only for
1-3 or 2+2.
3. Finally, you can discard a completed row 1 to 6 and receive a
giant pea token for it. When all
cards have been used, you win
with most giant pea tokens; in
case of a tie, among those involved in the tie you win with
most pea mush.
A nice counting, calculating ad
adding game with a cute topic;
the interaction from the action
pea cards allows for a bit of
tactic, but chance is the main
mechanism. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Far Out Toys
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2019
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Action, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice idea * Very attractive
components * Also good as
a family game
Compares to:
All snipping-at-target
games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Thade Precht
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Counting, adding
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Very much
chance-driven * A bit of
tactic from action peas
Compares to:
Other counting/adding
games with interaction
Other editions:
Currently none
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ESCAPE TALES THE AWAKENING / FIRENZE t

ESCAPE TALES THE AWAKENING

ASSIST IN A RITUAL

Escape Room game with a thrilling, rather dark topic: Players
need to assist Sam to enact a
ritual to get his daughter Lizzy
out of a mysterious coma. The
basic mechanism of the game
corresponds to that of all Escape Room games - you explore rooms and solve puzzles
to work your way through the
game, across several rooms and
here also assisted by a website;
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this site can also - after one visit
- be used offline.
A story book provides guidance
through the game - the numbered paragraphs in the book
give instructions for setting up
a room or tell you which cards
to draw from the deck. You explore rooms and have actions:
Exploring by placing an action
disc; desperation = draw and
resolve desperation card, if no

FIRENZE

POLITICS, TRADE AND TOWERS
Dynasties in Renaissance Florence – rivalry in trade, politics
and dynasty towers. A player
turn comprises six phases,
some of them mandatory, some
optional. 1. Acquire cards and
bricks. Cards have once only or
permanent effects and carry
random bricks, only the first
card in the display can be had
for free. 2. Optional, Swap Bricks,
three of your own for one from

www.gamesjournal.at

the display. 3. Optional, Build
Towers. You can use maximum
six bricks; two are free, using additional ones are paid for with
other bricks. Towers are monochromatic and of any height,
several of one color are possible
and you build on your construction site. 4. Demolish Ruin. Towers on your site that you did not
build or add to in your turn are
demolished, bricks go back in

action disc is available; solve
puzzles via symbol on the website; leave a room using an exit
card; resolve a condition card.
Both paragraphs of the story
book and game effects or consequences provide discovery
cards for puzzles, items, conditions, exit and maps of rooms.
As a result of player decisions,
the game can end in one of
seven different ways, not all of
them are positive. The game
can be paused at any point and
can be played more than once
to tray out new ways, explore
other rooms, solve additional
puzzles or take other decisions
and experience different game
endings.
Escape Tales are a well-made,
well-working and challenging
mix of Escape Room, Adventure
Book and - if I may make the
comparison - Dungeon Crawl
offering puzzles to solve instead
of monsters to slay! Despite
the dark topic the challenge is
worth to pick up, especially due
to the various endings and the
option to play more than once.
þ

INFORMATION

part into general stock, in part
into your stock. 5. Optional, Fulfill Commission. Commissions
are given in the towers on the
board, fulfilled commissions
for tower height and color are
marked with one of your seals. 6.
Check Limits. You can keep maximum ten bricks and five cards at
the end of your turn.
Players can be faster to fulfill
commissions that seemed a safe
bet to you. Fulfilled commissions give you prestige points. If
someone has used all their seals,
the game end is triggered – all
other players have one more
turn and then you score majorities in tower colors and collect
points from cards.
Firenze uses known mechanisms but uses them cleverly
and innovatively. The selection
mechanism for cards and bricks
is especially interesting. Firenze
is an enjoyable new edition in
the familiar very beautiful design of the Quined Master Print
Series. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

16+

TIME:

360+

Designer: Jakub Caban and Team
A.: Magdalena Klepacz and Team
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2019
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Escape Room
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cz de en es it nl pl pt
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Seven possible game endings * Website can be used
offline * Game playable
more than once * Can be
interrupted any time
Compares to:
All variants of Escape Room games
Other editions:
Board & Dice, Lockme (en, pl), Fractal
Juegos (es), Ludofy Creative (pt), MS
Edizioni (it), REXhry (cz), White Goblin
Games (nl)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Andreas Steding
Artist: Menzel, Resch, Schneider
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Quined Games 2018
www.quined.nl

EVALUATION
Build, collect
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, 1st edition
Pegasus 2010 * Interesting
selection mechanism * Lots
of interaction * Sometimes,
chance decides * Lots of
tactic, some strategy *
Attractive components
Compares to:
Small World, Vinci
Other editions:
Pegasus (de en)
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u FIST OF DRAGONSTONES / FIX

FIST OF DRAGONSTONES

THE TAVERN EDITION
Adventurers in a tavern still
know the old legend of the
dragonstone, and even today
you can entice them to tell the
stories and to bring out their
own collection of those magic
stones, for a re-enactment of
the ancient fight for dragonstones.
Characters have traits for use
after winning the card in auctions; there are eight standard

characters - Witch, Magician,
Wizard, Thief, Sorcerer, Red, Yellow and Blue Dragon, and 66
special characters ranging from
Alchemist to Rainbow Dragon,
and Ancient Dragon to Seer or
Kobold.
For a round, the standard character - without the Witch - are
shuffled with three randomly
drawn special characters; in the
following auction the Witch is

FIX

EMOJI FOR YOUR NEIGHBOR
Roll dice for points. Ten dice
have two empty sides each,
one green Emoji worth 1 point,
the number symbol 2 in green,
worth 1 point, one red Emoji
and one red symbol for -1. The
starting player shares out all
10 dice any way he wants between himself and any number
of other players, he must, however, give minimum one die to
another player; from round 2

20

6

on, the dice are handed out by
however scored fewest points
in the previous round, or had to
give most points away. Then all
players holding dice roll all their
dice, only this roll is done simultaneously. Green Emojis in the
result are handed immediately
to your left neighbor, red Emojis
are placed on the discard disc
and all other results are then
rolled again, including green
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auctioned first, then the other
characters. You use Fairy Gold,
Silver and Gold for your bids; if
you win a bid, you keep Fairy
Gold bids and pay Silver or Gold
bids to the bank. Five silver are
used if auctioning is repeated
for a tie, and are paid to the
bank.
Icons on cards show if cards are
used immediately or kept for
later use, or if they have permanent effects, are auctioned
again next round or give special
awards. Usually, card traits five
dragonstones that you swap
for victory points, or a type of
money or other bonuses, or you
can take something from other
players or block actions. If you
are first to have three victory
points, you win.
An attractive and well-made
new edition; the biggest change
is in the special character cards,
there are now 66 instead of 25;
the mechanism is simple and
the strategy is in the bidding
and the interactions between
cards. þ

INFORMATION

Emojis received.
If you put the red third Emoji on
the discard disc, you call “stop”
and the round ends. If you have
dice at that point, you roll them
and resolve them: Points according to the resulting symbols
- red Emojis are now one penalty point each - and five points
for players without dice. Green
Emojis that were passed on
but not yet picked up for re-roll
when “stop” is called, are worth
1 point for the player who rolled
them last. You win the game instantly with 15 points, or with
most points after seven rounds.
A very nice version of the „roll
dice and resolve the results“
principle; interesting especially
because of the hidden time
element; you should pick up
passed-on green Emojis quickly
so that the point does not go
to the previous player; and you
also want to hand over dice
quickly, because you want to
get rid of dice by re-rolling fast
Simple and attractive, a nice
game for all occasions. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: B. Faidutti, M. Schacht
Artist: Bricker, Gleim, Martynets
Price: ca. 47 Euro
Publ.: Stronghold Games 2018
www.strongholdgames.com

EVALUATION
Auction, set collecting
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New edition * Attractive
design * Interesting auction
mechanism * (c) Image
jaymeboucher (BGG)
Compares to:
Auction games with set
collecting
Other editions:
Currently none; 2003 Fist of Dragonstones/Drachenfaust, Days of Wonder

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Yana, Kruchten, Müller
Artist: Gedinimas Akelaitis
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publ.: Logis / Savas Takas 2018
www.logis.lt

EVALUATION
Dice, score result
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice version * Interesting
time element * Simple rules
* Nice filler game
Compares to:
Dice game with result
scoring
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at
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GANG RUSH BREAKOUT / GNOMELAND t

GANG RUSH BREAKOUT

RACE TO THE MAFIA BOSS
In the 1950ties, the Mafia controls the land; we are henchmen
racing to get to our own boss in
customized cars to bring him
spoils from across the boarder.
In accordance with the topic,
you can advise other players,
threaten them or influence
them.
You play in order of car positions
on the track and use an adjustable dashboard for speed, spe-

cial ability, durability and free
steers.
In a round, you plant hazards the player in last position begins;
then, in your turn, you roll dice,
can reroll twice, and then you
adapt the dashboard and move
the car according to results.
You can steer - changing lanes
costs two steers - and shoot at
vehicles, barriers or the police hits taken by cars cost durability

GNOMELAND

INDECISIVE GNOMES AIM TO BE RICH
Gnomes in your village want to
become rich and famous; they
are, however, rather volatile.
Today, they want to be a trader,
tomorrow they plan on being a
soldier or a wizard. You are the
leader of a gnome village and
must organize your gnomes to
make them rise and shine over
others.
You have your own village
board, showing three standard

www.gamesjournal.at
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and three special buildings;
the central board displays two
mission cards, two action cards
and one spell card and there are
decks for traders, soldiers and
wizards.
Every player uses minimum
three dice; you need to remember that dice in this game are
“circular” - if you improve a result
of 5 by 2, you end up with 1, or
if you reduce a result of 2 by 3,

and money. Furthermore, you
can take money from slots you
cross, must reduce durability for
encounters with obstacles, you
can buy bonus tokens from the
shop display, or use one or several bonus markers and receive
spoils if you cross the finish line.
Finally, you can sell unused dice.
When all players have taken
their turn, the police shoots
from the bridge, and cars that
did fall into the river are put
back on the road. Events challenging you can be bankruptcy,
collisions, containers, standing or backward cards or using
ramps.
When the first car is across the
finish line, you win at the end of
the round with most money.
A very often used standard topic
has been given a perfect implementation and a new, thrilling
and challenging interpretation
- a felicitous, well-playing mix
of dice, tactics, interaction and
unexpected obstacles in ever
renewed configuration, using
attractive 3D components. þ

INFORMATION

you get 5!
You roll for resources from standard buildings, hire soldiers,
build or improve buildings or
complete missions by discarding resources and mercenary
cards, and you can use a gnome
token for special actions on a
card on display or even to copy
the action of another gnome.
Special buildings are available
without dice results, but can
only be used once in a turn. You
must use all dice results in a turn
and can only take resources
stored in your warehouses into
the next round. Both standard
and special buildings can be upgraded by cards; any gnome or
resource tokens on the building
must be discarded before the
upgrade. After five rounds with
one turn per player you win with
most victory points from buildings and completed missions.
For only five turns, the game offers a plethora of options; copying another gnome is an attractive but expensive detail in the
interesting worker placement
game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Galladur, Henri Pym
Artist: Rémi Farjaud
Price: ca. 42 Euro
Publ.: CMON / Ankama 2018
www.cmon.com

EVALUATION
Dice, racing, Mafia
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: cn en es fr ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Well-used standard topic *
Very freshly and creatively
interpreted * Thrilling
and challenging mix of
mechanisms * Superb
components
Compares to:
Race game using dice results
Other editions:
Ankama (fr), Fabrika Igr (ru), Last Level
(es) One Moment (cn)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Stefano Castelli
Artist: M. Barbati, C. Masson
Price: ca. 38 Euro
Publ.: Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti 2018
www.giochiuniti.it

EVALUATION
Dice, resources, worker
placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple core rules * Needs
gaming experience for optimum use of options and
details * Attractive design *
(c) Image woshste (BGG)
Compares to:
Simple worker placement games
Other editions:
Currently none
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u GRAVITY SUPERSTAR / HEISSE WARE

GRAVITY SUPERSTAR

STARDUST AND GRAVITY
As a superstar among space
adventurers, you collect star
dust and master gravity challenges! The board of tiles in relation to the number of players
is equipped with stars, replay
tokens and the open-doormarker, and you hold a set of
movement cards.
At the start, you enter your Superstar pawn onto the board
through the case with the open-

7

door-marker, in corresponding
alignment; then you have one
of three options foreach of your
turns: 1. Take all used cards back
in hand. 2. Play any card facedown to move your pawn one
step left or right. 3. Play a card
open-faced for its special move
- Long jump, High jump, Drop
or Rotate. When any movement
ends on a case without platform, your superstar drops till it

HEISSE WARE

ONE BOTTLE PER PERSON!
Players as travelers want to
smuggle more alcohol than the
one legal bottle; the policeman
wants to enforce the rule. You
begin with ten bottles; additional bottles are in stock. The active
policeman has action cards for
Bribe, Control and Arrest, based
on the number of players. Suitcase cards, showing varying
numbers of bottles or an empty
suitcase, are shuffled, all travel-

22

ers are dealt five cards.
All travelers set down two of
their suitcase cards face-down,
and then one more card, rotated by 90° - this card is representing a bribe. When all cards have
been put down, all bribe cards
are revealed. Then the policeman uses his cards:
1. Bribe - For each of his bribe
cards he can select a traveler
who gives him bottles based
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is stopped by a platform. Then
you can discard a replay token
to do another move. Stars and
replay tokens that you encounter on cases that you pass during your move, you take for your
stock; an encountered opposing superstar you eject from the
board and steal a star or a replay
token from its owner, who takes
all cards back in hand. The ejected superstar re-enters the game
via the open-door-marker.
When you enter the case with
the open-door-marker, you
relate this marker to the next
empty door case. When only x
stars in relation to player numbers are left, you score – at the
end of the round - your stars, replay tokens and pairs of stars of
the same color for a bonus.
Gravity Superstar is a wonderful
family game with a high replay
value provided by the modular
setup with boards and stars;
there is lots of interaction and,
albeit short-term, planning due
the permanently changing situation on the board. þ

INFORMATION

as shown on the bribe suitcase;
then the traveler opens = turns
up his two suitcase cards and
takes bottles from stock accordingly. 2. Control - the policeman
controls one closed suitcase
per Control card. 3. Arrest - the
selected traveler opens both his
suitcases; two or more bottles
showing means arrest; the policeman takes the number of
bottles in the suitcases from
stock; when there are fewer
than two bottles in the suitcases, the accused traveler gets two
bottles from the policeman and
one from stock, if one is in the
suitcase. Then, all travelers open
remaining suitcases and take
bottles from stock accordingly.
When all players have been
policeman twice, you win with
most bottles.
The crime relation comes from
the topic, policeman vs. smuggler, the game itself offers a
nice mix of bluff and tactic from
bribes, face-down suitcase cards
and the fact that the policeman
can use Bribe and Control cards,
but does not have to! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

7+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Julian Allain
Artist: Gyom, Marie Ooms
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Sit Down! 2018
www.sitdown-games.com

EVALUATION
Move, collect
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Colorful, self-explaining
graphics * Good, simple
rules * The more players the
more interaction and less
abstract
Compares to:
Games using card-driven movement
with moves ending on stoppers
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Lutz Eberle, Katrin Lahmer
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag 2019
www.gmeiner-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Bluff, cards, risk
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute topic * Good mix
of mechanisms * Some
chance from suitcase cards
Compares to:
Bluff games
Other editions:
Currently none
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HIGH RISK / JUNIOR PHARAO t

HIGH RISK

CLIMB TO THE THE TOP!
As the leader of an expedition
you want to get mountaineers
to the peak. Two to four climbers for each player, based on
player numbers, begin in the
basis camp. The board shows
various zones for basis camp,
bivouacs and rock walls. In all
zones with the exception of the
rock walls there is room for more
than one mountaineer; in the
six rock wall zones there can be

8

only one climber at a time. Each
of six dice shows three symbols
for danger, two for climbing and
one for weather.
At the start of your turn, you roll
all six; you set aside weather and
climbing results and can re-roll
danger symbols or stop rolling.
If you achieve only danger symbols in a roll, your mountaineer
furthest up the mountain falls
back into the zone under your

JUNIOR PHARAO

SLIDE PYRAMIDS, FIND ANIMALS
The young pharaoh loves playing hide & seek with his animals.
You can find them by sliding
colorful pyramids and memorizing paths to various animals.
Discovery of a mummy earns
you an extra reward.18 cards depicting various animals or mummies are stacked face down. The
game board with a turntable underneath is filled with pyramids,
sand squares are left empty. The
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current top card of the stack is
revealed. As the active player
you slide one pyramid into the
empty square. If you reveal an
empty square, you may move
another pyramid. If you find
another animal, your turn ends
and passes to the next player. If
you find the animal on the card,
you take the card. Wrong animals or empty squares that are
revealed should be memorized

next-lower mountaineer or - if
he is your only mountaineer on
the track - back into the basis
camp. If you decide to stop rolling, you climb and move one of
your mountaineers by the number of steps = number of climbing symbols you achieved; if you
reach the peak, eventual surplus
step are forfeit. If such a climb
ends on an occupied rock wall,
the mountaineer already there
- be it your own or an opposing
one - falls back to the next free
zone - bivouac or rock wall. If all
six dice show weather or climbing symbols, you have another
turn after completing climbing.
If you are first to have all your
climbers at the peak, you win.
Definitely a game for the series
Mini Games; the mechanism is
standard, as is the topic - design
and components are very attractive, the rules are well-written and concise, and the small
pretty box is an ideal one to take
along on travels. þ

INFORMATION

for paths to animals.
Special rules apply for a Mummy search card: The turntable is
spun until a mummy symbol appears; this makes the mummy
under the board change places.
All now search for the mummy.
If you find it, you take the search
card plus a pharaoh card for
your reward. When all search
cards have been won, you win
the game with most cards.
In the expert version you use
the replacement board and
shuffle the sandstorm cards into
the search cards. If you reveal a
sandstorm card, you turn the
board by 90°, by one corner, in
clockwise direction. Then you
discard the card and reveal a
new card. All other rules are the
same as in the basis variant.
Mummies are ancient, the
game mechanism of Pharaoh is
not that old, but an evergreen
among game mechanisms that
has been used in many variants – here for the very wellmade junior version including
a mummy special – nice memo
practice providing lots of fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Benjamin, Gilbert
Artist: Biboun
Price: ca. 20 Euros
Publ.: Iello / Hutter Trade 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Dice, race, risk/stop
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series Mini Games *
Standard mechanism *
Standard topic * Nice takealong game
Compares to:
Games with a climbing
topic using risk/stop mechanisms
Other editions:
Iello (en, fr)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Gunter Baars
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2019
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Memo, sliding, searching
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Proven game mechanism
* Very nicely varied * Good
memory training * Also, a
good family game
Compares to:
Der zerstreute Pharao and
all variants
Other editions:
Ravensburger (fr)
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u KABALE UND HIEBE / KAKERLACULA

KABALE UND HIEBE

GO FOR THE CROWN

Intrigues and conspirators at the
Royal Court in a play for the real
power behind the throne. Each
player holds a set of 31 conspirator cards – five more than in the
original game – as his allies in a
face-down stack, from which he
draws three cards for his hand.
Six goal cards per player are randomly drawn and stacked.
In each of six rounds, as many
goal cards as there are players

8
are laid out in a row. The active
player puts one of his conspirator cards face-down in a column
underneath one of the goal
cards. If there is already a card
in that column, it is turned over:
an effect of the card is resolved
instantly, an ability of the card is
resolved at the end of the round
in order of initiative. Then you
draw one card from your stack.
A goal card is completed when

KAKERLACULA

COCKROACH TO THE MOON
Kakerlacula, the vampire cockroach in the guise of a nano
HEXBUG, roams through the
haunted castle. Players move,
protected by garlic, around the
castle and try to light a candle
in every room to drive off Kakerlacula, who of course tries to
hinder them.
Players start in the nursery; Kakerlacula is racing around the
castle. You roll a die and move

24
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your pawn accordingly towards
a candle chip of your color, one
step for each room you enter
or cross. If you reach a chip, you
turn it over, the room is now
lit up. If Kakerlacula is running
around in the room or across
the room where you pawn is
standing, and does not touch
it, nothing happens. If, however, you are touched or shifted
by Kakerlacula, you go to the
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there are minimum as many
conspirator cards beneath as
the card is worth points. When
all goal cards have been completed, the round ends: All facedown cards are revealed; their
instant effects are ignored, and
initiative effects are resolved in
initiative order. Then the goal
cards are scored – each one
goes to the player with the
highest sum of points underneath the card. If you managed
to acquire a goal card from each
of the six disciplines, you score
the round differently: You select
a card from each discipline and
double the sum. From this you
deduct one point per remaining
goal card. The player with the
highest score after six rounds
wins the game.
The interacting effects of the
cards are the core of the game;
familiarity with the cards gives
you a rather big advantage and
games get more interesting the
better you know the cards. þ

INFORMATION

nursery and discard a garlic
chip from the nursery into the
castle moat. Kakerlacula might
also shift candle chips to other
rooms.
If Kakerlacula runs onto the
catapult square, you pick him
up and try to shoot him to the
moon, through the gap in the
moon wall, that is. If you succeed, all garlic in the moat goes
back to the nursery; if Kakerlacula ends up in the moat, one
garlic chip is returned to the
nursery. When all candles are
lit, players win. When all garlic is
used up before that, Kakerlacula
wins.
In the competitive variant, you
take lit-up candle chips and
have to return one if you are
touched by Kakerlacula; then
you can win them back, one
a time, when you manage to
shoot Kakerlacula to the moon.
Hectic – quickly moving away
before Kakerlacula arrives; thrilling – do we have enough garlic,
can my neighbor shoot Kakerlacula to the moon to retrieve
some garlic? An enchanting mix
offering lots and lots of fun. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Lutz Stepponat
Artist: J. Delval, C. Tisch
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: LuPri 2018
www.lupri.de

EVALUATION
Card placement for goal
cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New edition, first edition
2006, Hans im Glück *
Basically, simple rules *
Interesting card interaction
* Advantages if you know
the cards * (c) Image toybox (BGG)
Compares to:
All games with card interaction
Other editions:
Rio Grande 2018 (en), earlier editions
at 999 Games, Filosofia, Hans im
Glück, Mindok, Rio Grande Games

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: I. and M. Brand
Artist: Janos Jantner
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Action, Hexbug game
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Reliable, attractive game
element * Nice story * Welldesigned combination of
HEXBUG and catapult
Compares to:
All games in the KakerlaSerie featuring the nano HEXBUG
Other editions:
Ravensburger (de en es fr it nl)
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PRESENTATION

KNIFFEL DICE DUEL / KUHLE KÜHE t

KNIFFEL DICE DUEL

COMBINATIONS AND BONUSES
A classic game among dice
games featuring poker-related
combinations has been newly
interpreted. You use five dice;
even numbers 2, 4 and 6 are
red, odd numbers 1, 3 and 5
are black. The bottom of the tin
is used for a dice tray and has
seven positions holding four
chips each in seven values: 5 for
two pairs, 10 for a triplet, 20 for
a Small Straight of four consecu-

8

tive dice values, 25 for a Flush,
30 for Full House, 40 for a quadruplet and 50 for a Big Straight
of five consecutive dice values.
For all combinations but the
Flush, the colors of the results
do not matter; in a Flush, all results must show the same color,
their values are irrelevant.
The active player rolls five dice
and can re-roll twice to achieve
one of the combinations and

KUHLE KÜHE

LONG COWS, BIG HERDS
You want to have lots of cows
in your herd for points, calves
are good, long cows are even
better. 56 cow cards comprise
17 heads, 22 middle parts and
17 tail parts, for three cow races
and as jokers; there are also calf
cards and action cards.
You begin with six cards in hand.
In your turn you must either
draw two cards or take a cow
card from the discard pile - you

www.gamesjournal.at
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may search through the pile,
but cannot take a calf or an action card - or trigger a cow trade
by turning the lowing box, all
players hand two cards to their
left neighbor. Then you can play
any number of cow and action
cards; a cow that you put down
must have minimum head and
tail. Joker cards can be combined with any race. Feed cards
allow you to lengthen a cow.

take the corresponding chip. If
you rolled Kniffel - five identical
values - you take a chip of your
choice, but only from the dice
tray and never from another
player, and have another turn.
If all have been active once in a
round and nobody has achieved
a combination and taken a chip,
you set aside a chip of the currently highest value. If you roll
Kniffel, you can also select on of
those chips.
When all chips have been taken,
you add your collected chips
and bonuses - 50 points for one
chip of each value; 20 points
for six different chips; 30 points
for all four chips of one value
and 20 points if you took the
last chip - and you win with the
highest total.
Kniffel as we like and know it,
and yet different enough to be
of interest and fun to play; the
points chips and the optional
chip for Kniffel allow for some
tactic and even a bit of strategy
as regards the bonuses. þ

INFORMATION

Other action cards let you mix
races in a cow or play a single
calf; it scores a point at the end
and counts for one cow towards
your herd.
Other action cards are cards for
attack to damage a whole cow
or to remove middle parts of
cows or to remove or a calf. A
cow stolen with the Cattle Thief
is displayed with the thief player.
Defense card fend off an attack
card; Branding Iron and Stable
cards next to a cow protect a
cow permanently against attacks; and there are cards for
special actions. Awards handed
to the player with the currently
biggest herd and longest cow
score bonuses, if you own them
at the end of the game; if you
put down the first cow in the
game, you receive an award,
which stays with you till the end
of the game.
Nice, but entirely chance-driven;
it is basically set collecting with
a very high irritation factor, especially from the Cattle Thief. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Thierry Denoual
Artist: designstudio1.de
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2019
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice combinations
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Compares to:
All variant of Kniffel
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

9+

TIME:

20+

Designer: David Yakos
Artist: Steve Downer
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2019
www.game-factory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard mechanism
* Cute graphics * High
chance factor * Lots of
negative interaction
Compares to:
Set collecting with interaction
Other editions:
Gamewright (en)
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PRESENTATION

u LITTLE BATTLE / LOST GALAXY

LITTLE BATTLE

DRAFT YOUR ADVENTURERS
Adventurers salvage treasure
buried at the island’s beach. You
have a Longship and five adventurer cards out of 30 cards featuring ten blue parrots of values
1-10, nine red rhinos of values
1-9 and eight yellow leopards
of values 1-8, plus one Chief in
each color, value 0.
At the start, in Part I Adventurer
Recruitment, you draft your
cards until you have five cards in

5

hand again. In Part II, Gold Rush,
you place - for Phase 1, Raid the
Chests - one face-down card
next to one of the two treasure
chest stacks comprising a total
of 18 treasure chest cards in red,
yellow and blue. Then, in Phase
2, Divide up the Loot, cards next
to the stacks are revealed; parrots open blue chests, leopards
yellow chests and rhinos open
red chests. If a card is alone at

LOST GALAXY

THE INTERGALACTIC CARD GAME
Expand, protect, survive! A sun
is going Super Nova and each
player tries to evacuate as many
planets of his faction – Sirians,
Cyborgs, Broods or Mechs - as
possible for victory points.; each
faction commands a special
ability.
A smart device with the game
App is laid down as the center of the solar system in the
middle of eight display slots,
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8

and the desired parameters are
entered into the app There are
120 cards. 16 special cards are
taken out, however, for the first
games. Karts in the stack represent planets of level 1 to 4;
planets of level 1 can be placed
on any free of the eight display
slots; other planets are placed
with a difference of plus/minus
one level to the previous planet,
color is irrelevant. A spaceship is
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a chest, the owner takes the
chest. In case of several cards
at a stack, the adventurers in
chest color fight, the highest
value wins. The other players
with cards at the stack can continue with the next chest in the
stack. When all have played their
five cards, you begin again with
five cards and Phase 1 of Part II.
When all chests are taken, you
win with most coins on your
treasure chests. If you play with
the chiefs, their special abilities
apply: The parrot chief takes a
blue chest and the one underneath; Leopard chief can take a
chest in the color of the previously successful adventurer and
Rhino chief chases off all cards
of value 3 or higher. Two or three
chiefs at one stack are set aside
without effects.
Pretty and cute, the animal
drawings are enchanting; the
mechanism, however, seem a
bit challenging and tactical for
the age group, from drafting
cards to using the chiefs. þ

INFORMATION

put on a planet of Level 4 and
evacuates the planet, you take
the stack. After a few introductory games you can include the
special cards into the deck; they
influence the planet stacks. The
app determines the – always
random – time when the sun
goes Super Nova and introduces events and also satellites for
faction advantages. When the
sun goes Super Nova, the game
ends, and you calculate your victory points.
A tad hectic, a bit of luck when
drawing cards, a bit of watching stacks and hoping that
you draw a spaceship before
someone else evacuates the
stack that you want. A very well
working, felicitous and basically
simple addition to the genre of
hybrid games. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: D. & L. Berthelot
Artist: Ariel Icandri
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Loki / Hutter 2019
www.loki-kids.com

EVALUATION
Drafting, collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive design * Handy
little box * Mechanisms
rather challenging
Compares to:
Draft and collecting games
with card comparison
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Team
Artist: Team
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: rudy Games 2018
www.rudy-games.com

EVALUATION
Cards, app, SciFi
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice design * Simple rules
* Best with four players *
Excellent free app
Compares to:
Set collecting games with
card shedding
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

MAGE KNIGHT ULTIMATE EDITION / MAYFLY t

MAGE KNIGHT ULTIMATE EDITION

ONE CORE GAME, THREE EXPANSIONS
The Ultimate Edition for Mage
Knight comprises the core game
and three expansions - Die Verschollene Legion, Krang
and Tezlas Vermächtnis.
Each player is a Mage Knight
and uses his character figurine,
several tokens and a Deed deck
with 16 actions cards; the game
starts with a few revealed map
terrain tiles – the Magic Portal
and its surrounding area.

You play rounds; each round
is, alternatingly, either a day or
a night; each scenario usually
starts with a Day. In you turn you
play cards you’ve in your hand
for action; when you are out of
cards you can announce „end of
round“. During the game you improve your hero using artifacts,
spells and other advanced actions, all represented by action
cards, which will remain in your

MAYFLY

COOPERATIVE LARVAE RAISING
As deities of nature we foster
the larva of a male mayfly; then
we help the adult mayfly to survive until it finds its female partner and can procreate.
In the larva stadium you use
food cards from your hand; the
cards are first played face-down
and then the first one in the
row is revealed in a player turn.
When there is enough room on
the larva card, you put marker
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as shown on the food card
onto the larva card; then the
larva “”eats” the card (you put
it into the box), another one is
played into the row, and you remove 1 to 3 food markers from
the larva card. If there are not
enough markers, the larva dies
instantly. When the food card
shows a growth symbol, the
larva molts to stages II or III accordingly. Food cards for which

deck for subsequent scenarios.
At locations you can also recruit
local units and you win fame
for some deeds, especially from
fighting enemies. When you
reach certain levels of fame, you
can learn additional new skills.
Die verschollene Legion - Main
topic of the scenario is General
Volkare, represented by his figurine and large token as featuring in some new scenarios. He
is usually the ultimate enemy,
similar to cities. Then there is
also Wolfhawk, a new hero with
all necessary components and
also Deed cards, new units, new
landscape tiles and new enemy
tokens.
Krang - A new character with
new abilities - Battle Frenzy,
Shamanic Ritual and Arcane Disguise.
Tesla - New enemy tokens with
new abilities, new locations
markers and new faction leaders
representing avatars of Tezla.
An epic fantasy development
and adventure game, the new
editions offers the ultimate playing experience in compact format. þ

INFORMATION

is not enough room on the card,
are not „eaten“, but stacked
separately. When all food cards
are used the larva is alive, it becomes an adult mayfly.
„Eaten cards“ and set-aside
cards + remaining cards in
hand are shuffled; the stack of
„eaten“ cards is dealt to players. Four trial cards are laid out
and the mayfly receives eight
food markers. For a challenge,
players in turn play cards until
the number of hearts on the
trial card and on played cards is
the same; each food card that is
used and any rejected trials are
marked with one food marker; a
rejected trial is replaced. When
the mayfly masters all trials, it
survives and can meet its partner. Symbols on used food cards
decide the fate of progeny.
A very unusual game with a rare
topic; cooperation with no communication on cards, there is
some tactic and lots of chance
in drawing cards and guessing
cards played by others. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

240+

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Artist: Team
Price: ca. 100 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy, adventure, development
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn cz de en es fr it kr
pl pt ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Compact complete edition
* Complex mix of adventure and development *
Very attractive components
* Interesting scenarios
Compares to:
Mage Knight, complex fantasy adventure games
Other editions:
Angry Lion Games (kr), Galapagos Jogos (pt), Game Harbor (cn), Giochi Uniti
(it), Intrafin (fr), Lavka Games (ru), Portal
Games (pl), REXhry (cz), SD Games (es)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

9+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Kyu Takai
Artist: Nobuhiro Kawano
Price: ca. 10 Euro
P.: I Cannot Live By Myself / Japon Brand 2018
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Cards, cooperation
Users: With friends
Version: jp
Rules: en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Intensity of communication a bit unclear * Little
variation in Trial cards *
Very unusual, rare topic
* Unusual deck building
mechanism
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u MONOPOLY FÜR MILLENNIALS / MONSTER-BANDE

MONOPOLY FÜR MILLENNIALS

EXPERIENCE INSTEAD OF PROPERTY
Forget real estate. You can’t afford
it anyway! In accordance with
the subtitle of the game we do
not buy property, we acquire
experience from exploring locations or collecting of experience chips. You roll, move and
resolve the effect of the case
you reached. ON yet unexplored
locations you can decide to pass
on exploring it and do nothing,
or you can decide to explore,

8

pay the price and take the location card. Entering explored
locations owned by other player
costs you an entrance fee and
gives one experience chip each
to you as visitor and the owner.
The action cases are resolved as
usual: LOS gives you M20 from
the bank. On EREIGNIs cases
and GEMEINSCHAFTS cases you
draw a card from the respective
stack, for instant resolving or

MONSTER-BANDE

HORNS AND COLOR ARE FORBIDDEN!
No, horns and colors are not
forbidden for monsters, all of
them have color and some of
them horns, only in the monster
search for teams, horns or color
can be taboo. How and why?
One monster set is stacked facedown, a second identical one
is displayed openly. There are
54 monsters in three colors in a
set, showing varying traits - Size,
Color, Hat & Glasses, Number,

28
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Dandruff & Hair, Stripes & Points,
Horns & Ears, Arms & Hands,
Legs & Feet, Eyes, Mouth and
Teeth & Tongue. Those twelve
traits are also represented on
two dice.
In a game of two or three players, you use the special rules; for
4 or more players, you form two
or more teams of minimum two
or more players.
The active player of a team rolls
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later use. Nothing happens on
FREE PARKING, and from BIKESHARING you can move to the
next BIKE SHARING case by paying minimum M10. If you are
sent to GEFÄNGNIS, you do not
receive experience chip while
being in jail. With the resolved
as usual. When all locations on
the board are explored, you win
with most experience points.
Rolling a double, paying M15
or playing the “Du kommst aus
dem Gefängnis frei” card frees
you from jail. You can trade
with locations cards any time,
for money or other locations.
If you run out money, you pay
what you can by selling assets; if
you cannot pay all, nothing happens, you cannot go bankrupt.
When all locations on the board
are explored, you win with most
experience points.
Monopoly for Millenials, featuring new names for some elements in the game, all else is
Monopoly as usual, but including fabulous game pieces like
a hashtag or sunglasses. a new
name þ

INFORMATION

the two dice to determine the
forbidden monster traits. Within
60 seconds, the team tries to
find as many monsters as possible - the active player draws the
top card and uses words, gestures and miming to describe
the wanted monster, his team
can also ask questions. When
a forbidden trait is mentioned,
the card is set aside and a new
one drawn. There is one guess for a correct one the team takes
both tiles, otherwise a new card
is drawn. When all pairs have
been found, you win with most.
Of course, you can shuffle both
sets together and play a standard memo, a pair features one
tile with green and one with red
backside.
The basic principle is familiar
since Taboo, to search for monsters based on descriptions is a
cute and witty new interpretation offering lots of fun, even
if the rules for bans are rather
stringent, when numbers are taboo, you cannot say one, none,
many etc., and eyes on the die
also prohibits brows or pupil. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2019
www.hasbro.at

EVALUATION
Roll, move, collect
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Identical game mechanics
to Monopoly * Different
names for various game
elements * You cannot go
bankrupt
Compares to:
All editions of Monopoly
Other editions:
Hasbro USA (en)

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

7+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Florian Biege
Artist: Florian Biege
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der
www.dreihasenspiele.de

EVALUATION
Spotting, describing
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanism *
Witty new interpretation *
Stringent taboo rules
Compares to:
Spotting games with
descriptions, Taboo for the
basic mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

NEOM / NEW SAKURA t

NEOM

CREATE THE CITY OF TOMORROW
Over a span of three consecutive generations, you build your
city of tomorrow on your personal board.
In a preparation phase, each
player is dealt four cornerstone
tiles, selects one face-down and
hands on the other tiles until all
players have put down three
tiles. Then you play the generations in order, I to III. Each generation begins with eight tiles

being dealt to each player. In
seven rounds of a generation
you select a tile and set aside
the remaining ones, do an action - build the selected tile, or
build a cornerstone tile or sell a
tile - and then pick up the tiles
set aside by your right neighbor.
If you select a disaster, you don’t
have an action, but trigger the
disaster - Flood, Fire or Crime
Spree - at the end of the round,

NEW SAKURA

TRICKS FOR CHERRY BLOSSOM PETALS
Cherry blossom time in Japan - a
wonderful spectacle that has already been inspiration and topic
for games. New Sakura picks up
the topic of blossoms and offers
three variants for using blossom
petals, carrying numbers between 1 and 4,as well as three
kinds of special cards.
I. Tricking game for 2 players.
Each player plays one of three
cards in a round, the higher card
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takes the trick; petals you won
are laid out for blossoms; after
four rounds you win with most
blossoms from petals you won.
II. Collecting game for 3-5 players: You have a secret number
chip, place four petals openly
and hold one card each, 1 to 4,
in hand. Then you have one of
four options: 1. Play a card next
to a free spot at your or another’s blossom. 2. Play a petal with

all your fellow players lose money or tiles.
To build a tile, you must meet
the requirements - pay price,
own goods, you can buy missing goods, or have certain tiles
already in the city. The new tile
must be correctly aligned and
connect to the original center
tile or a tile replacing it. You can
replace tiles with others and set
up trade routes.
At the end of a generation
you receive income; after the
income phase of the generation III you score your city: Victory points on tiles in the city,
residential areas according to
size, goods, pollution, lack of a
residential tile or lack of a power
generating tile.
Drafting and optimization of tile
placement, acquisition and use
of goods as well as facultative
disasters result in a very challenging and well-working game
with a standard, but highly attractive topic, lots pf planning
and good player interaction. þ

INFORMATION

consecutive value on top of a
petal, or replace a special card
with a petal, both in your own
blossom. 3. Use a special cardswap number chips in blossoms, or remove a petal from a
blossom or draw a card. 4. Discard a card - only if you cannot
use any of the other options.
You win with the lowest difference between your number
chip and the total value of petals in the blossom.
III. Discard cards, for 3-6 players.
You lay out petals for blossoms,
beginning one of maximum
three, or add petals, maximum
five per blossom, play a special
card or draw a card. Completed
blossoms are set aside. If you are
out of petal cards first, you win.
First and foremost, beautiful!
Both box and components
mirror blossoms; the rules are
nicely illustrated and thus easily understood, the mechanisms
simple and well-working. All in
all, an attractive representative
of games from Japan. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Paul Sottosanti
Artist: C. Opperer, a. 198
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2018
www.lookout-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Drafting, placement, city
building
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very good mix of mechanisms * Topic not new,
but attractive * Very nice
design, many symbols *
Road planning necessary *
(c) Image WarcraftZIVI (BGG)
Compares to:
7 Wonders for drafting and using
your neighbor’s resources, city building games
Other editions:
Lookout Spiele (en)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kawaguchi, Sumiyoshi
Artist: Uco Nomura
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publ.: Librage Co / Japon Brand 2019
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Card collecting, tricking,
placing
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful components
* Good, richly illustrated
rules * Simple core mechanisms
Compares to:
Tricking and card collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u NIMBLE / OVERBOOKED

NIMBLE

RACE THROUGH NOVELS
Race through classics of literature! 120 cards comprise four
sets of 30 cards each, distinguishable by their backside, so
there is one set per player. The
front side of five cards each in
a set shows a frame color for
one of six classic novels - Moby
Dick, In 80 Tagen um Die Welt,
Krieg der Welten, Alice im Wunderland, Pinocchio and Don
Quijote – and a circle in the

6

middle of the card, showing one
of the frame colors of the other
five novels. As per instructions,
three cards, starting three target
stacks, are provided by two or
three of the players, and every
player puts down one card to
start his personal discard pile.
All play simultaneously and
quickly and turn over card after
card from their deck – when
the frame color of a card cor-

OVERBOOKED

CHECK-IN WITH SPECIAL DEMANDS
Check-in at the airport - passengers need to be placed according to their wishes, and
due to overbooking, there are
more passengers than seats.
Al the same, red passengers in
love need to sit side by side, or
in front or behind each other,
but not next to other red passengers; children must be completely surrounded by adults;
blue rugby players, yellow

30
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friends and green seniors want
to seat as teams or groups, next
to each other, the more in the
group the better.
You select one of the open passenger cards - the first one is
free, for one further along the
line you pay one food token
per left-out card. Then you take
passengers from stock according to the color and number of
suitcases depicted on the card
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responds to the circle color of
one of the top cards on a target
stack, you can put it there, but
must first touch your discard
pile with it. You can – again
one by one – take back cards
from your discard pile in hand
to reach suitable cards. When
your deck is empty, you turn
over your discard pile for a new
deck. If you are out of cards, you
win! If you want, you can check
the target stacks for mistakes – if
you made a mistake, you are out
of the game, identified by the
card back side, and the winner
is whoever has fewest cards in
hand and discard pile.
Well, literature here only appears in the story and as name
givers for card colors; the game
itself is a pure reaction game
for shedding suitable cards –
a proven, good mechanisms;
worth mentioning are the beautiful cards, featuring colors that
are also working for people with
color vision problems. þ

INFORMATION

and place them into your plane
in the arrangement depicted
- all in the same area unless
window, aisle or middle seats
are demanded; in this case you
can place passengers into different areas. When all passengers
of one color have been placed,
you score your plane at the end
of the round for correctly placed
passengers. Options for experienced players are replacement
of passengers, bridging over
corridors, ignore passengers
on a card or score additional
points; you can also play with
cards for difficult passengers or
with event cards. For a solitaire
game there are three scenarios,
and you must meet the scenario
conditions using the listed components only.
Featuring a nicely implemented
topic and an attractive design,
Overbooked is one of those
games that are simple and
very good, but not easy - the
mechanism is immediately understood, but using it to score
needs quite some strategy for
optimum pattern formation. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

5+

Designer: Peter Jürgensen
Artist: Christian Schupp
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publ.: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus 2018
www.pegasus.de / www.edition-spielwiese.de

EVALUATION
Card shedding, reaction
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Abstract * Novels only used
for color names * Hectic
and fast
Compares to:
Ligretto and other card
shedding games for correlations
Other editions:
Act in Games (fr), Cranio Creations (it),
SD Games (es), Stronghold Games
(en)

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Daryl Chow
Artist: Gyom
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo Diset 2019
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
Placement, area management
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl cn es jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute topic, nicely implemented * Cartoon graphics
* Needs consequent
strategies for good scores
* Interesting variants for
experienced players
Compares to:
Placement games with parameters
Other editions:
Randomskill Games (cn jp)
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PRESENTATION

PATCHWORK DOODLE / PECHVOGEL t

PATCHWORK DOODLE

SQUARE NEXT TO A T

In this version of Patchwork,
the patched work of art must
be drawn up on a sheet of paper. Eight of 30 patch cards,
showing geometric shapes
made up from one to seven
squares are laid out in a circle;
the pawn starts between any
two patch cards. You draw the
current patch from your start
on your drawing sheet; then
three rounds of six turns each

8
are played: For a turn, the die
is rolled and the rabbit pawn is
moved around the patch card
circle by 1, 2 or 3 cards accordingly. Then, all players can mark
the patch under the pawn on
their sheet or pass and/or do a
special action - each of the four
only once.
You can do a special action at
any time, even after you passed
your turn or during a scoring:

PECHVOGEL

WHAT CAN GO WRONG WILL GO WRONG!
Four identical numbers or ravens and therefore lots of frustrations? Seven dice show values 3 to 7 and one raven. Score
markers, one Murphy die, and
Frustration markers are set out.
You roll seven dice and set aside
onto the board all dice with a
value of your choice, thus determining your target number of
the round – you want to achieve
four dice showing that number;

www.gamesjournal.at
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any ravens in the result are also
placed on the board. If, after
rolling dice, you have neither
achieved four dice showing the
target number or have set aside
three ravens, you need to re-roll
the remaining dice and set aside
on the board again any target
number or raven results. If you
have met one or both conditions
– four times your target number
or ravens – you stop rolling dice

Draw the left or right neighbor
of the current patch instead
of the patch - mark one single
square case in your sheet - split
the current patch in two and
mark one of the two parts - do
one of the three other actions a
second time.
After six turns, the round is
scored - you select a completely
filled rectangle on your sheet
and score the biggest square
within this rectangle plus additional rows or columns in the
square, at your choice. In the
6th turn of round 3 the dice is
not rolled; you select one of the
three remaining patch cards.
After the scoring of the third
round, you deduct one point
for each unmarked case on your
sheet and win with most points.
Another game of filling areas by
Uwe Rosenberg; in direct comparison with Second Chance,
Patchwork Doodle offers more
planning - you see the shapes
that are about to be used. Additional spice is provided by the
special action and the sophisticated, unusual scoring. þ

INFORMATION

and take either a score marker
of the target number value either from stock or from another
player – in this case you take any
one score marker from stock out
of play – or the frustration markers from the board or, if none are
on the board, one frustration
from stock.
However, if you achieved one or
both of the targets, your fellow
players can frustrate you - each
of the puts one frustrate on the
board and thus force you to reroll once. You can discard one
frustrate per turn by re-rolling
the last roll. In all cases, there
are detailed rules for how to use
frustrates. If, regardless at what
point in your turn, you overachieve a target, you take the
Murphy die and score -7 instead
of -3points for each frustrate if
you hold Murphy at the end of
the game. When all score markers are used, you win with most
points.
Funny, cute, a bit naughty, a bit
tactical, entertaining and, yes,
frustrating! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

1-6+

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: atelier198
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2019
www.lookout-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Geometric shapes, area
filling
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr nl pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard basic mechanism
* Planning possible due
to known shapes * Special
actions provide additional
tactics
Compares to:
Second Chance, area filling games
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Funforge (fr), Lookout
(en), Lacerta (pl), Maldito (es)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Peter Jürgensen
Artist: Doris Matthäus
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2018
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Dice, results, setting aside
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Lots of chance * Tactic from
frustrations * Frustrations
are a cute mechanism
detail
Compares to:
All dice games about
achieving results by setting aside dice
Other editions:
Currently none
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u PIRATE SHIPS / RED PEAK

PIRATE SHIPS

SHOOTOUT WITH CANNON BALLS
Confrontation of pirate ships
by shooting at the opponent’s
ship with cannon balls, represented by cards. You place eight
parts for the pirate ship - bow,
stern and ten ship body parts
in between; one of those ship
body parts shows a captain, and
another one shows a treasure.
You place them anywhere in
the ship, but of course secretly
so that your opponent does

5

not know their location. The
distance between the two ships
must be minimum 50 cm.
The active player throws a cannon ball card onto the opposing
ship. If you do not hit the ship or
the cannon ball card only lands
on stern or bow of the ship,
nothing happens and the turn
passes to your opponent. If you
hit a ship body part, this part
is damaged and turned over.

RED PEAK

ADVENTURE ON AN VOLCANIC ISLAND
Adventurers need to escape
the volcano eruption; they flee
from the camp at the foot of the
volcano to the boat at the south
coas.t In the “daytime” phase of
a round, the timer runs and you
draw cards, consult on the use of
path tiles and tools, place path
tiles and move the adventurer.
Path tiles that the adventurer
enters cost corresponding tool
cards or with joker chips; who-

32
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ever has a suitable card for this,
plays it - in this part of the game
good preparation from previous
planning. When the timer runs
out during the daytime phase,
you advance the timer on the
time track and, maybe, have to
put a time tile underneath and
to turn up a volcano tile.
„In the evening“, the timer does
not run; the camp is moved
towards the adventurers, path
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If you hit a ship body part that
is already damaged, this part is
removed and the ship is scaled
down by shifting the remaining
parts together. If a cannon ball
card ends up on two ship body
parts, both parts are turned over
or removed, according to their
status. If the card hits bow or
stern plus a ship body part, you
only turn over or remove the
ship body part.
If a ship body part is turned over
after a fit and shows the captain,
the attacker has another throw.
If a turned-over ship body part
shows the treasure, the attacker
can repair a damaged part in his
ship and turn it back to the undamaged side. Both captain and
treasure are removed after the
second hit. If your ship is down
to bow and stern only, you lose.
A game of pure dexterity and
good practice for hand-eyecoordination, using very simple
rules and very pretty components. The level of difficulty can
be varied by varying ship distance. þ

INFORMATION

tile after path tile - rewards are
collected; if the camp moves
to a case with volcano symbol,
volcano tiles are revealed accordingly and, beginning at the
volcano, put on the next empty
path tile. If this results in covering the camp, the game is lost
for all players. If not, you continue to resolve path tiles, until
the camp has reached the adventurer. Now players can consult on what to do in the next
daytime, and if they want to
take time tiles, boat or cards or
two path tiles into their personal
stock, albeit at the cost of revealing another volcano tile. When
adventurer and boat reach the
coast, the game is won.
Adventure with déjà-vu, topic
and mechanisms are not new,
but well combined, carefully
balanced and work very well.
The variants with bonus tile or
using the backside of the board
with special features and a variable number of task tiles provide good replay value. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Alan Roach
Artist: Kevin Rechim
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2019
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Aiming, throwing
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr hu pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Difficulty
adjustable via distance *
Trains hand-eye coordination
Compares to:
Throwing games in general
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Artist: N. Nowatzyk, V. Dutrait
Price: ca. 33 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2019
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Adventure, cooperation
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good mix of standard
elements * Double-sided
board for core game and
variant * Very beautiful
design and components
Compares to:
Adventure games with path placement and time limits
Other editions:
Currently none
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RUKUNI / SCHWARZMALER t

RUKUNI

GROUP IN HAUSA LANGUAGE
Groups, or Rukuni in the language of the African Hausa,
are the topic of this game. The
board consists of 61 dents in
a hexagon arrangement, thus
having six corner slots that are
equipped with one tower each
at the start of the game. Each
player begins with 25 tokens of
one color, in stock outside the
board.
Players alternate turns. The ac-

8

tive player must move one tower of is choice over any distance
in a straight line, into an empty
slot, maximum so far until it is
stopped by a token or another
tower – jumping over a token
or a tower is not possible. When
the tower has ended its move,
you place one of your tokens
into an empty slot that is directly adjacent to the tower you
moved. The rules do not define

SCHWARZMALER

EIGHT CARDS FOR A BOTTLE
A new game for the genre of
solving puzzles - this time, we
use a story book and 83 big
cards showing black abstract
shapes on a white background
on their front side. The story
book gives you the necessary
general information on page
too, the rules of the game, so
to say, the rest is story book.
You begin to read, comply with
instructions and solve puzzles

www.gamesjournal.at
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when necessary. For the puzzles
and their solution, you use the
cards. They carry numbers on
their back sides; all cards with
the same number belong to one
puzzle. For each puzzle, you take
the cards with the corresponding number and combine them
into a shape / image. To do so,
you put them next to each other, party on top or underneath
each other, might have to rotate

if you can relocate a token that
was placed earlier – my interpretation is that you cannot.
When all towers are blocked, the
game board is scored for groups.
Groups are tokens of the same
color, directly adjacent to each
other and not interrupted by a
tower or opposing tokens. You
count the tokens in each of your
groups and multiply the total for
each group with the number of
towers directly adjacent to the
group. with the number of directly adjacent towers. You win
with most points, in case of a tie
with the largest group. A possible end-of game variant – both
players have placed all their tokens – is probably to rare to be
mentioned.
Despite those tiny gaps in the
rules, which are easily resolved,
Rukuni is another splendid
game from Spiel & Design –
marvelous components, very
simple rules and lots of tactics
and in-game depth, a musthave for fans of abstract placement games. þ

INFORMATION

them and so on, until you have
created a clear image and only
one or two letters are visible. All
in all, there can be more than
two letters on the individual
cards, which get covered in the
course of the combining; the
only important letters are the
ones visible when the image
is complete. Those letters are
noted, the are part of the final
solution of the puzzle, you must
form words using all letters.
There is only one solution per
puzzle and only one final solution for the game, so that, similar to many other games in that
currently very “hot” genre, the
game can only be played once
by the same players; it is however, possible to play it again as
you do not have to alter or destroy components. The images
are unambiguous and vey well
split; sometimes you can guess
from the story what the image
will show, but you must combine it to get the letters. Sophisticated, challenging and a lot of
fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: A. Kuhnekath-Häbler
Artist: Ludwig Gerhards
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publ.: Gerhards Spiel und Design 2018
www.spiel-und-design.eu

EVALUATION
abstract, placement, groups
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Classy components *
Simple rules * Very tactical
Compares to:
Abstract placement games
with group formation
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1+

AGE:

9+

TIME:

var

Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Artist: kagado.de
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: kagado.de
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Puzzle, combining of shapes
and letters
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Simple rules * Attractive
images, rather hard to
combine * Combining
always necessary to get
letters * Nice version for the
puzzle genre
Compares to:
Exit, other puzzle games using combining of parts/shapes
Other editions:
Currently none
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u SO TYPISCH! / SUBTEXT

SO TYPISCH!

BICYCLE ASSIGNED TO THE CLOWN?
All players versus the game,
each and every correlation is
important. 53 character cards,
from dwarf to cook, and 53
object cards are shuffled and
stacked separately. Four number cards 1-4 are laid out, and
both the current assigner and
the remaining players as the
guessing team receive one set
of chips, values 0 to 4, a Minus
and a Plus chip are set down.

8

The assigner puts four character cards randomly beneath the
number cards and then four
object cards, also randomly, beneath the characters. Then the
assigner uses his number chips
to assign the persons one of the
objects on display; for instance,
with chip #4 the green slippers
to the clown under number
card 4. The assigner can use his
0, if he believes that an object

SUBTEXT

DRAW AND FIND YOUR PARTNER
A cleverly drawn clue and one
word per player, but two players
have the same word! 115 word
cards show one word each in
slots I to V. Each player has paper
and pen and number of players
minus 1 guessing tokens, e.g.
tiles A to D in a game of five
players. In each of six to ten
rounds, depending on the number of players, the current Dealer draws a card and memorizes

34

the word under the slot that
was agreed at the start. Then he
draws number of players minus
2 additional word cards, shuffles
them with the card he drew and
then deals all cards to all other
players, therefore he himself has
no card. All players now have a
word, and one of them has the
word that the Dealer memorized and therefore is his partner
for the round.
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cannot be plausibly assigned to
any of the characters. The surplus chip remains with the assigner, face-down.
Then the guessing teams discusses possible assignments the assigner must not interfere
or give hints, he cannot mime or
gesture, either. Then the guessing team uses the number chips
to guess the assignments and
both sets of chips are revealed:
For a correlation, the object
card goes under the Plus chip,
for failed correlation it goes under the Minus chip. Character
cards are set aside and the role
of assigner passes for the next
round. When object and character cards have run out, players
win if there are more cards under the Plus chip than under the
Minus chip. In variants, Chip 0 is
not used, or two chips can be
placed with an object.
This is a nice version of the Iknow-how-you-decide games
- surely you have assigned the
lighter to the snowman! All in
all, cute family fun with witty illustrations. þ

INFORMATION

Now all players, including the
Dealer, draw a clue for their
word and place their drawings,
the dealer left of the board, all
others to the right in the slots,
starting at A. Then all players, including the dealer, give a guess
on one of the drawings on the
right side which they believe to
be a clue for the same word as
the drawing on the left; to guess
you slide your token, letter side
down, towards the middle.
When all have guessed, tokens
are revealed, the Dealer names
his word and his partner indicates his clue. All wrong guesses
are covered. If Dealer and Partner both guessed correctly,
they score one point per wrong
guess. All other players who
guessed correctly score 1 point
per wrong tip plus 1 point. After
a given number of rounds you
win with most points.
Difficult, clever and challenging;
and as always in those games,
you must find the best compromise between to clear a clue
and one that is too vague. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

AGE:

3-8

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Matteo Cimenti and Team
Artist: de Biase Mariano
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2019
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Assignment guessing
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard basic principle *
Nicely varied mechanism *
Cute selection of characters
Compares to:
Dixit and other assignmentguessing games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

10+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: atelier198, Muti-Folio Art
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publ.: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Word finding, drawing
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Nice version * Good selection of terms * Interesting
scoring * Words in slot V are
very difficult
Compares to:
Association games with
clue drawings
Other editions:
Stronghold Games (en), Edition
Spielwiese / Pegasus (en)
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TE-TRIX / THE MIND THE SOUND EXPERIMENT t

TE-TRIX

FOUR DICE FOR ONE SHAPE
Dice results are arranged and
entered into a scoring sheet.
Each player receives a scoring
sheet in another color, for dice
show symbols for circle, square
or cross. The active player rolls
four dice and then arranges
them into one of six shapes - a
square, a “T” of three dice in the
top row with one in middle of
the bottom, an “L” or “J” = three
dice in a line, one to the left or

8

right at the end, A Z or an S =
two dice each in two rows, with
a shift of one dice to the right or
left, or, finally, an “I” shape of four
dice in a row.
The active player can arrange
the symbols and way he wants
within the chosen shape, but
cannot change the result of a
die. Then all players enter the
shape unchanged into their
score sheet, marking each indi-

THE MIND THE SOUND EXPERIMENT

SHED CARDS ACCOMPANIED BEI MUSIC
The Mind The Sound Experiment
is the same as the the game The
Mind. The only addition are two
soundtracks on the CD in the
box; they are intended to provide background for the game,
and on the other hand, to introduce a new challenge - players
should complete the game before the 2nd gong stroke is heard.
Players are one team and, as
a team, receive cards for lives
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and shuriken. Each individual
player receives, for Level 1, one
of 100 cards 1 to 100. For each
consecutive level, all cards are
reshuffled, and players receive
cards = current level number.
In a level, all team cards must
be stacked openly in ascending consecutive order. You play
a card whenever you want to,
but always your currently lowest, and communication among

vidual symbol; you can rotate
the shape by 90°, 180° or 270°
and enter it separately or adjacent to shapes already entered.
Individual symbols within a
shape can exceed the sheet
borders, minimum one symbol
of the shape must be within
the sheet boundaries. If someone cannot enter a shape, even
partially, the game is scored: You
count - separately for each symbol - all areas of more than five
identical symbols and multiply
this number with the total of all
symbols in those area: 2 areas of
6 and 7 score 2x13 = 26 points.
A new twist for a familiar principle - fill areas with given shapes,
intensified by the symbols. The
mix of chance in the dice symbols, the tactics for the active
player with the choice of shapes
and arrangement of symbols
and then the individual choice
of each player of where to enter
which part of a shape - a thrilling
challenge for planning ahead
and spotting options. þ

INFORMATION

players is forbidden.
When completing levels 2, 3,
5, 6, 8 and 9, the team receives
a shuriken from stock. If someone raises his hand demanding
use of a shuriken and all agree,
a shuriken is discarded, and
each player sets aside his lowest
card in hand openly. If you play
a number card and someone
holds a lower card, this player
must stop the game - the team
discards a life card and all cards
in hand lower than the one just
played are set aside. Then you
continue, not restart, the level!
The rules explicitly state concentration as an essential element
of the game; the soundtracks
are meant to support concentration, but raise the pressure
due to the time element. Not an
easy game, but it works and is
fun. Good guesses, flair for timing and a bit of luck combine
to provide a thrilling challenge
to non-verbal and not obvious
communication. What does the
hesitation of my left neighbor
mean? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Christof Tisch
Artist: Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2018
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Dice, area filling
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanism attractively varied * Good mix
of chance and tactic * Lots
of options despite form
templates
Compares to:
All area filling games using dice
results
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger 2019
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
Stack cards correctly
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en es fr gr it
pl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Idiosyncratic rules * Needs
flair for “timing” and
“subconscious” signals *
Works despite ban on communication * Soundtrack
provides the challenge of a time limit
Compares to:
The Mind, card shedding in general
Other editions:
Currently none
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u THE SLOW-MOTION RACE GAME / TREASURE ISLAND

THE SLOW-MOTION RACE GAME

THE FASTEST SLOW RUNNER WINS!
An absurd idea, but a cute witty
game idea! A race of slow movers, and the fastest slow mover
will win! How? Well, he must be
fast enough to be first across the
finish line, and, most important,
move slow enough to avoid
triggering the sensor on his
head. The fewer forced breaks
you have to take due to moving
too fast, the faster you will be in
the end.

8

When selecting your race track
you should take care to have
enough room to move in, not
everybody is very gut at stopping suddenly in runner-alike
positions without having some
balance problems; you might
see some spectacular and, in
some instances, rather voluminous balance maneuvers.
Each runner uses a sweat band
carrying a battery-driven sensor

TREASURE ISLAND

RACE FOR THE TREASURE
Pirates have taken Long John
Silver prisoner and try to get
clues on the location of his treasure; Long John Silver, however,
tries to escape and to be first to
reach the treasure. Pirates begin
on given locations; then Silver
hides the treasure and marks
the location on his mini plan.
Then he secretly gives each
player a location hint on where
the treasure is NOT to be found.

36

He himself takes a given number of hints and compass hints.
Until the treasure is found, Log
John Silver and pirates play
days, comprising: 1. Updating
calendar (Silver, the next active
pirate prepares his actions. 2.
Maybe resolve Calendar events
(Silver) - he plays hints, take the
bluff marker, is relocated to another tower, draws or uses Black
Spot hints or can escape. 3. Up
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and puts it on his head in a way
that the sensor is at the back of
their head. Both runners press
the starting button simultaneously and begin to run - slowly,
very slowly, and moving their
arms, too, as if they were running, but also slowly, very slowly! If you move head, body, arms
or legs too fast, the sensor is
triggered. If a buzz is heard and
the sensor lights up, you must
“freeze” instantly and remain in
the current position until the
buzzing stops. The first runner
to cross the pre-selected finish
line, wins.
Somehow I am tempted to say
- typically Hasbro: pure nonsense at fist glance, and a cute,
well-working, surprisingly fun
idea for a game, or more correctly, mild sport rather than
game, but in any case a super
training for body management
and balance. I was surprised to
see that the European edition
comes with a rulebook in 25 languages. þ

INFORMATION

to two Actions (active pirate) standard ones for movement
or search. Each movement is
marked on the island with the
measure stick, for searches you
use templates - if the treasure
is to be found within the template circle, Silver must tell the
truth. Special actions for pirates
are pirate-specific, for instance
telescope, King George monkey, etc. Silver escapes at the
latest, when the marker reaches
the escape case on the calendar
track and can then move towards the treasure, using horse
movement only. The pirates
switch to being active in clockwise direction and have now
two moves always. Whoever
reaches the treasure first, wins.
A thrilling and challenging
treasure hunt, using tabletop
elements like measuring stick
and dividers. A real treasure,
marvelously implement with a
plethora of sometimes frustrating details , but the winner will
be the one pirate, who finds the
treasure. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2

8+

TIME:

var

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2019
www.hasbro.at

EVALUATION
Slow running, racing
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de languages
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute, witty idea * Batterydriven game unit * Onepage rules * Rather sports
than game
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Hasbro USA (en)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Marc Paquien
Artist: V. Dutrait, M. Kröhnert
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Treasure hunt, pirates
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it kr pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Sensational graphic design
* Thrilling, challenging
mechanisms * Echoes of
tabletop games
Compares to:
Pirate games for topic,
Tabletops for movement
Other editions:
Gen-X (es), Mancalamaro (it), Mandoo
(kr), Matagot (en fr), Rebel (pl), Hobby
World (ru)
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VERKAUFSHIT / ZIEMLICH ZÜGIG t

VERKAUFSHIT

WACHT + RAUM ERGIBT ?
A memo game, but, as is usual
in games at Metermorphosen,
a somewhat different memo
game. 36 pairs, marked also
by corresponding background
colors, show words that can be
combined to a word, that has
little to nothing to do with the
two original words. Finding Delikat and Essen you might arrive
at Delikatessen, but for Weste
and Uropa you need a bit of

original thinking to arrive at the
combined word Westeuropa.
Hopefully, all remain calm, when
Mode and Rat are combined into
the adjective of moderat - most
certainly, you need a good command of German vocabulary for
that game..
The mechanism of the game
is the standard mechanism for
memory games: As usual, you
turn up two tiles - when the two

ZIEMLICH ZÜGIG

FREIGHT CARDS AND PASSENGERS
A train must be assembled from
as many train cards as you can
manage. The board showing
eight tracks is laid out. Freight
card tiles and passenger tiles are
shuffled together face-down
and then distributed in stacks of
six tiles each on all eight tracks.
Every player takes a locomotive
tile and places his corresponding pawn at one side of the
board.

www.gamesjournal.at

5

Then players are active in turn:
You move your pawn around
the corner to the next side of the
board and take the top tile from
one of the three stacks there;
if, then, you have now as many
tiles of that type as there are
colored dots on the tile, you can
put down this set next to your
locomotive or at the end of the
train. Train car tiles showing only
one dot can be placed immedi-

words can be combined to form
a reasonable word, you keep the
pair of tiles and win, at the end,
with most pairs.
In this kind of game, you need
obviously vocabular, intuition, a
bit of creativity and some humor
for combinations like Verkauf
and Shit into Verkaufshit .
The minimum age of 6, as given on the box, seems to me to
come from the wish to make the
game attractive and a sales hit,
but I believe that six year olds do
not yet have enough vocabulary
at their command for this game
- but try it, the corresponding
colors in pairs will be a big help
for that age group.
Verkaufshit is not a game for everybody, but if you like creating
words, finding absurd combinations and digging around in
your German vocabulary, then
you will definitely have a lot of
fun. After a few games, you remember the combos and have
a standard memo game.
Oh, by the way, the answer to
the question in the title line:
Wacht + Raum combines to
Wachtraum. þ

INFORMATION

ately next to the locomotive or
the last car in the train. Passenger tiles are stacked openly.
Tiles showing an action symbol can be used at any time for
an action, and you can use any
number of them in one turn, but
must discard each tile you use
afterwards; you cannot add it
to the train. Action options are:
Take another tile from the side
of the board where your pawn
is standing - move any tile from
any stack to any other stack - or
move your pawn around one
more corner to the next side of
the board.
When two stacks on one side of
the board have been emptied,
you receive a bonus for most,
second-most or third-most passengers and win with the longest train.
A pretty, simple placement and
collecting game, featuring nice
details lice a train tape for measuring the length of trains and
nicely designed different train
car tiles. The open-faced stacks
allow for first tactics in collecting tiles and using actions. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Ralph Burkhardt
Artist: Ralph Burkhardt
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Metermorphosen 2019
www.metermorphosen.de

EVALUATION
Memo, finding words
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard mechanism *
Highly inventive, unusual
idea * Very good selection
of words and terms
Compares to:
Gemischtes Doppel
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

D: Martino Chiacchiera and Team
Artist: Studio Vieleck
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Trains, collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty design * Simple rules
* Some tactic is possible
Compares to:
Placement game for forming lines
Other editions:
Currently none
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u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

AGENT UNDERCOVER 2

BLACK STORIES 5 NACH 12 EDITION

Publisher: Piatnik
Designer: Alexander Ushan

CODENAMES PICTURES XXL

Publisher: moses. Verlag
Designers: Holger Bösch, Nicola Berger

Die Fortsetzung - Unmasking secret agents, this time two from
rivalling secret services, by up to 12 players at 17 new locations.
You use the rules of Agent Undercover. For a round, you are
either a secret agent or have a role suiting the location. Players
ask questions of each other - the secret agent wants to find out
his locations, the others to unmask the secret agent. After the
agreed time, all name a suspect - or one player alone at any time
- and, depending on the vote or correctness of the suspicion,
either the secret agent or the other players win and score accordingly. After the pre-agreed number of rounds, you win with
most points. Version: multi * Rules: de hu + many more * In-game text: no
Party and deduction game for 3-12 players, ages 12+

DEUTSCHER SPIELEPREIS 2018 GOODIE BOX
Publisher: Frosted games
Designer: various

Publisher: Czech Games Edition
Designer: Vlaada Chvátil

The storyteller is the monarch, he reads the story on the front
of the card. The other players are his people and may pose
any questions, but in a form that can be answered with yes or
no. The monarch can give hints or deviate players from totally
wrong assumptions. The answer on the back of the card is the
only correct and acceptable solution. 50 new stories in which a
few minutes may have made all the difference in the outcome
of events.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Variant of Codenames. The rules of Codenames apply to 5 x 4 images laid out in a grid. The master spies of both teams alternate
to give clues made up from a word and a number; the number
indicates the number of images to which the clue relates. If a
team touches a code picture and is correct, it can keep guessing and the image is covered with the team’s color. If you touch
neutral agents or one of another color terminates your move,
the images are covered accordingly. If you touch the assassin,
you and your team lose the game instantly. Variants for giving
clues and end of the game are given. New oversized edition with
double-sized cards. Version: en * Rules: de en + 13 more * In-game text: no

Deductive narration game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

LABYRINTHIA
Publisher: Huch!

Image guessing game for 2-8 players, ages 14+

LÄNDER EUROPAS

7

Publisher: Haba
Designer: Markus Nikisch

8

2018, a new year and a new edition for the “little brother” of
the Brettspiel Adventskalender! The Goodie Box for Deutscher
Spielepreis 2018, is published as a tribute to one of the most
important awards for games in the German-speaking countries.
The Goodie Box features new expansions, exclusive for 12
months, for four of the Top Ten Games in the award, Azul - winner of Deutschen Spielepreis 2018, Rajas of the Ganges, Die
Quacksalber von Quedlingburg, and Altiplano, and , for a bonus,
Black Stories Essen Edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A version of the standard 3D labyrinth game, based on the
edition used in the super TOY CLUB TV show on Super RTL. A very classy - playing area of acrylic glass has holes and a marked
path. Two teams play against each other; each member of the
active team selects one corner of the board. All members then
try together to move a ball along the path from start to finish,
within maximum one minute. If the ball drops into a hole, you
put it back to start and begin again. The faster team wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

51 country cards name country and capital, show its flag + code
on the summary board. The active player challenges his fellow
players: He reads out a clue, players see a choice of answers and
can place an answer card after each clue, after clue 4 all must answer. With a risk card you can correct an answer or steal another
player’s points for his earlier answer. If you answer correctly you
move your tourist. If you are first to have circled Europe with
your tourist or are furthest ahead when all 12 country cards have
been played, you win.
New edition of Terra Kids Länder Europas, Haba 2012
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: yes

Collection of expansions for five games

Dexterity/balancing game for 1-8 players, ages 7+

Geography game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

OTHELLO

Publisher: Spin Master

PEEK-A-BOO

7

Publisher: Jumbo Diset

SHERLOCK LETZTER AUFRUF

4

Publisher: Abacusspiele
Designers: Josep Izquierdo Sanchez, Marti
Lucas Feliu

Othello is one of the classic games in the range of abstract games
for two players. 64 double-faced pieces are black on one side
and white on the other. Each player is assigned one color and, in
turn, you place one piece of your color on the board. This piece
must be placed always adjacent to an opponent’s piece and in a
way that you enclose one or more opposing pieces between the
newly placed piece and another piece of your color; the enclosed
pieces are then turned over to your color. If you cannot place a
piece in that way, you must pass your turn. When nobody can
place a piece, you win if you have more pieces of your color on
the board. Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl ru * In-game text: no

24 animal cards are displayed. Six colored cover cards are put on
animals and the animals are named. You roll the die and give a
guess which animal hides under the cover card of that color. If
you guessed correctly, you take the card and put the cover card
on another animal and name it. If your guess was wrong, you
put the cover card back on the animal. If you roll a cover card
towards the end, that is no longer available, you select another
color. When all animal cards are taken, you win with most. Series
Ecogame 100 % recycled, rules available as download only.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Deduction with a microgame; 32 cards represent a case. The
starting card is displayed and you are dealt three or two cards in
case of 1-5 or 6+ players. You play a card - all see the information
- or read the marked information on a card to all and then discard
the card face-down. When all cards have been played or discarded, you can discuss - at that point also the info from discarded
cards - and then answer the given questions. Finally, you check
your answers and score 2 points for each correct one, but deduct
1 point for irrelevant cards that were displayed. The discard pile
must contain minimum six cards, however. Part of the Q System
series. Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it ru * In-game text: yes

Placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Detection game with cards, for 1-8 players, ages 8+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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